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Decomposition of Field and parallelism: method 
FETI

Summarized

In the frame of thermomechanical simulations with Code_Aster , the main part of the costs computation often 
comes from the linear systems. To mitigate it, it can then be judicious to divide the initial mesh into several 
subdomains on which will be led more effective elementary computations, assemblies and parallel resolutions: it 
is  the Decomposition of (DD) Field. Among possible methods DD,  Code_Aster chose to integrate method 
FETI-1. 

In  the  first  part  of  this  document  we  summarize  some aspects  of  the  parallel  computation which  it  is 
necessary to have for the spirit before approaching the problems of methods DD. Then one tries to give  the 
theoretical and practical limitations approach FETI as well as concurrent approaches in computations 
high performances for the structural mechanics: data-processing parallelism, numerical parallelism possibly 
via an external library, methods DD of the type Schwarz and Schur. Once these various clarified approaches, 
the  selection  criteria  of  method  FETI are  discussed  and  balanced  in  the  light  of  our  experiment  of 
development and use. We approach the related problems of the partitioning of field , then we detail the data-
processing  and  functional  aspects  of  the  use  of  FETI in  Code_Aster .  Finally  we  conclude  by  some 
numerical results, an assessment of the software building site and linear solvers available in the code and of the 
prospects. 

To conclude, it is necessary to still keep in mind that FETI is a solver of search, therefore in phase of validation 
and fiabilisation. In the event of problem of robustness and/or limit of perimeter of use, it is advised to use rather 
the MUMPS solver [U 2.08.03/U4.50.01] [R6.02.03]. Its level of parallelism is less ambitious than that proposed 
by the DD but it can often get interesting gains compared to the linear solver by default of the code.
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1  Introduction

1.1  Context of simulation in structural mechanics

Question: Why believe  that  angular  surfaces  and  the  large  flat  tints  of  the  furtive  bomber  F117,  “flying 
diamond”, gave way to the harmonious and aerodynamic curves of not less famous B-2? In fields as at a peak 
but much less quarrelsome as are the car or the water sport, this “organic-design” became the rule besides. 

Response: Quite simply thanks to the fantastic made progress these last decades in mechanical modelization 
(with the numerical analysis and the algorithmic associated ones) and in data processing (as well machine of 
computation as technical of programming). 

It is a “tautology” to recall that these projections gave access often 3D, by integrating certain non-linearities, of 
the problems in times, different physical/scales/modelizations… From where diesel engine with direct injection 
more sparing and more nervous, less noisy cars, steamers with the improbable forms, structures increasingly 
more daring!
In the frame of the development of the mechanisms and structures, one will thus have understood it, the share 
of this phase simulation becomes from now on impossible to circumvent. It allows the reduction of times of 
development, the limitation amongst prototypes and of tests, before the final tests of validation. Nevertheless, it 
is  advisable  to  remain  lucid  and  to  be  conscious  of  the  quality  and  the  limits  of  the  modelizations  and 
computations which are carried out. Even if it is standardized, the finite element method remains complex 
and greedy tools in capacity for treatment. 
Even  with  meshes  and  modelizations  optimized  (structural  adaptive  mesh,  symmetry,  elements…),  the 
problems to be solved continue to block the computer's resources. In particular in nonlinear three-dimensional 
static or dynamics, or, when the loading is complex (cyclic, dynamic rapid…), or, to carry out particular analyses 
(retiming or assimilation of data, optimization, sensitivity, reliability, parametric study…) who do not use these 
problems, already very expensive, which like building bloc of a more total process.
These  costs  computation  result  generally  from  the  two  principal  stages:  the  integration  of  the 
constitutive laws and the linear inversions of systems . The cost of the first depends amongst points on 
integration and complexity on the models, while that of second is related on the number of unknowns, the 
modelizations selected and topology (bandwidth, conditioning). When the number of unknowns explodes, the 
second stage becomes often prépondérante1Pour1 and it is thus the latter which mainly will interest us here. 
Moreover, when it is possible to be more powerful on this phase of resolution, thanks to the access to a parallel 
machine,  we will  see that  this asset  will  be propagated with  the phase of  constitution of  the system itself 
(elementary computations and assemblies). 

These inversions of linear systems in fact omnipresent in the code and are often hidden with deepest of other 
numerical algorithms: nonlinear diagram, integration in time, modal analysis…. One seeks, for example, the 
vector of nodal displacements (or the displacement increments) u  checking a linear system of the type 

Ku=f  (1.1-1) 
with K  the stiffness matrix, digs, rather badly conditionnée2En2 real, symmetric definite positive (English SPD). 
The vector representing f  the application of the generalized forces to the mechanical system. When this 
character  SPD is  not  any  more  setting  with,  for  example,  a  matrix  formulates  indefinite  K  because  of 
Lagranges used for blockings of Dirichlet or a loss of symmetry due to the modelizations the géomatériaux one, 
most methods approached in this document are transposables3En substituent3 of clearness and a concision, we 
will remain nevertheless in this more comfortable frame SPD. For 50 years 

, two types of techniques have disputed supremacy in the field, the direct solvers and those iterative (cf 
[Che05 ]  [Duf06]  [Gol96]  [Las98]  [Meu99]  [Saa03]).  The first  are  robust  and  end  in  a  finished number of 

1  Code_Aster, to see the study of “profiling” led by N.Anfaoui [Anf03].
2  structural  mechanics  conditioning  η K   is  known  to  be  much  worse  than  in  other  fields,  the  such 

mechanics of the fluids for example. It can vary, typically, from 105 to 1012 and the fact of refining the mesh, 
of using stretched elements or structural elements has dramatic consequences on this figure (cf B.Smith. A 
parallel iterative implementation of year substructuring algorithm for problems in 3D. SIAM J.Sci.Comput., 14 
(1992),  pp406 -  423.  §3.1  or  I.FRIED.  Condition of  finite  element  matrixes  generated from nonuniform 
meshes. AIAA J., 10 (1972), pp219 - 221.) and often

3 , for example, with a solver of interface based on the PCG, an algorithm of GMRES. By preoccupations
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operations known by advance. Their theory is relatively well completed and their variation according to grinds 
standard matrixes and software architectures is very complete. However, they require storage capacities which 
grow quickly with the size of the problem and they do not allow an effective massive parallelism. On the other 
hand 

, the iterative methods are completely “scalables” when one increases the number of processors. Their theory 
abounds in many “opened problems”, especially into arithmetic finished. In practice, their  convergence in a 
“reasonable” number of iterations, is not always acquired, it depends on structure of the matrix, the starting 
point, the stopping criteria… This kind of

solvers  has  more  difficulty  boring  in  structural  mechanics  industrial  where  one often  cumulates 
heterogeneities, non-linearities and junctions of models which cause to become gangrenous the conditioning of 
the operator of work. Contrary 
to their direct counterparts, it is not possible LE to propose iterative solver who will solve any linear system. The 
adequacy of the type of  algorithm to a class of problems is done on a case-by-case basis.  They present, 
nevertheless,  other  advantages which  historically  gave  them established among for  certain  applications.  A 
management equivalent memory, they require some less than the direct solvers, because one has right need to 
know the action of the matrix on an unspecified vector, without having truly to store it. In addition, one is not 
subjected to the “diktat” of the phenomenon of filling which deteriorates the profile of the matrixes, one can 
effectively exploit the hollow character of the operators and control the accuracy of the 4Ce results which can 4 
the use 
of direct solvers concerns the area of the technology rather whereas the choice of the good couple 
iterative method/preconditioner is rather an art! In spite of its biblical simplicity on paper, the resolution of a 
system linear, even symmetric definite positive, is not “a long quiet river”. Between two evils, filling/swivelling 
and preconditionning, it is necessary to choose! Solvers 

1.2  DD From where

the tempting idea to mix these two types of solver,  direct and iterative,  within a third category,  the 
solvers by Decomposition of (DD) Field, in order to benefit from their respective advantages. Based on the 
principle  (universal!)  “dividing for  better  reigning”,  these  techniques  propose  partitionner5En  structural 
mechanics5 field in several    under-domaines6Pour avoiding6 i  one will be able to solve, preferably on 
distinct processors, nearly independent local problems (cf figures 1.2-1) (1.2-1) These

K iu i= f i  local 
problems are of comparable nature that the initial problem, one will thus be able all to reverse them by the same 
solver.  In  general,  by  preoccupations  with  a  robustness,  one  calls  upon  a  hollow  direct  solver  because 
conditionings of these are often  K i  as unfavourable as that  of  the initial  problem and the sizes of  these 
matrixes remain consequent. Sometimes a considered cutting can significantly decrease the bandwidth of these 
local stiffness matrixes and thus accelerate as much their inversions. These local 
inversions being made, one operates then the joint of the local solutions, at the border ui  of the fields, via a 

solver of ad hoc interface: inversion of the complement of Schur for the primal S  methods or an operator of the 

type FETI, for F I the dual ones. The matrix 
 of this problem of interface is conditioned on the other hand well better than the initial problem, moreover small 
and it combines the data condensed on both sides. To facilitate parallelism and not to have to build it explicitly, 
one then recommends often to have resorts to an iterative method. Figure 1.2 -

4  be very interesting in the frame of encased solvers (e.g. Newton + PCG  ), cf V.Frayssé. The power of 
backward error analysis. HDR of the Institut National Polytechnique of Toulouse (2000). In short, 

5 , one uses primarily a partitioning by mesh (or EOD for “Element Oriented Decomposition”). The interfaces 
between subdomains then consist  of  edges or  facets.  In opposition to  cutting directed nodes (VOD for 
“Vertex…”). a total

6 ugly  “alliterations”,  we  indifferently  employ  in  this  document  the  terms  field/structure, 
subdomain/substructure, CPU/processeur even method of Schur/substructuring. Taking into account their 
contexts of use, these amalgams are natural. , for which
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1. _Principle of the decomposition of field established in Code_Aster, 
illustrated on a zone of mixture of a circuit RRA. The gains in

performances of these methods exploit several factors: Memory consumptions
•and CPU of the direct solvers who are roughly speaking  functions powers of the size of problem: it  is the 

famous one “to divide for better reigning! ”, Flood 
•division of information out of variable packages of sizes (solver of interface, local solver, Lapack, Blas) more 

effectively to nourish the various levels of masks. Their access times being always much higher than the 
frequency of clock. One thus tries “to dope” the effectiveness of the processors for this kind of computations 
which require much access to the data. The limitation

•with the strict minimum of the flood of data around each processor (those related with only the subdomains) to 
improve their localizations: “to think overall but act locally”. A parallelism

•“coarse grain ” 7Le computational load7 multilevel (solver of interface, local solver…) to draw the performance 
and to adapt to the case of study, with the variability of the parallel machines and their optimized libraries. 
Finally, 

methods DD exploit the fact that each processor can treat more effectively and independently a great part of 
work, and that the reconstruction of the comprehensive solution, via the solver of interface, impacts only slightly 
these gains.  But  they have  also other  ropes with  their  arcs!  The other great interest  of  methods DD,  in 
addition to the aspects performance and storage, lies in the modularity and the flexibility which they 
introduce  into  the  process  of  modelization.  This  aspect “limps  with  tool”  for  pairing  of  distributed 
computations is often ignored. However, it can prove quite as useful from an operational point of view. Because 
as the methods of substructuring from which they result, methods DD can facilitate: A preparation 

• and a checking of the models related to each subdomain, independently from/to each other. It is 
particularly interesting for the study of subsets entrusted to various contractors. Modifications

• in a subset without necessarily involving D-analyzes supplements moreover structure (structural 
modifications, subdomains spectators). A minimization

• of computations and data storage when the structure has repetitivities,  symmetries, translations 
(this potentiality is exploited in Code_Aster  in static and dynamic substructuring, cf for example 
operator MACR_ELEM_STAT §3.2). Processing 

• of unspecified problems of sizes, whatever the memory sizes; On paper at least, by connecting 
sufficient levels (DD multiniveau [Esc92]). From share

• the  existence  of  an  interface,  the  junction  within  the  same  computation,  various  meshes, 
modelizations, scales etc DD and parallelism

  

7 to be realized by processor remains high with respect to the amount of information to exchange with the close 
processors. and potentially
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1.3  Let us reconsider
  
the  parallel  aspects  a  little.  According  to  the  famous model  of  Moore,  the  capacities  computations  of  the 
computers double every 18 months. This prediction is always of news for the individual machines in spite of the 
technological challenge crescent that représente8Notamment in8 gains are not also any more easy to realize. 
This dynamics of improvement until now was obtained by the increase in the frequency of clock, of the intricacy 
of engraving associated with optimization with the execution with the instructions and the implementation with 
memories hiding places. Lately,  this race with the performance rather resulted in the integration of several 
processors on the same chip (multi-hearts) with a simultaneous management of competitor floods of executions 
(mechanism of multi-threading). This conversion 
with parallelism took place much earlier  for  the scientific  calculators!  It enabled them to  outclass of 
several order of magnitude the model of Moore. Thus, the working installed capacity of the 500 more powerful 
calculators (famous Top 500) exploded of 1 téraflops (that is to say 1012 operations a second) in 1993 to more 
than 3 pétaflops (3000 times more) in 2006. That is to say a surfactor of several hundreds due to the massive 
parallelism of new architectures gathering of the thousands,  even hundreds of thousands of hearts. Still  is 
necessary 

it to exploit these performances deduced from canonical benchmarks on true industrial studies. A minimum, a 
reflection must be carried out on the type of decomposition to retain. First of all , it must spare floods of 
data and independent instructions, centered here on the subdomains. To solve the problem of interface, these 
subdomains must exchange data. It is thus necessary to envisage communications inter or intra-processors, of 
lower  possible  volumes,  localised (for  example a  subdomain does not  state  that  with  its  neighbors),  équi-
distributed and not too frequent. Even sometimes one tries to desynchronize them to be able to cover with the 
time of communications by time computation. But basically  , the dimensioning criteria are the volume and 
the frequency of the communications. Within sight of these 

criteria, decomposition by subdomains is a good approach: computations by subdomains are independent 
and the iterative solver of interface requires only data exchanges between close and restricted subdomains at 
their borders. In the frame of the resolution of the EDP, this strategy DD, known as of SCHUR-Krylov, is not the 
only way. The decomposition of operators (cf algorithm of Uzawa) or that of functional spaces (methods EF, 
modal)  also  lead  to  elegant  formulations  which  uncouple  the  problems  completely.  However,  their 
synchronizations are not limited to volumes about an interface. The size of information has to transmit is that of 
the complete field. But even 

if the parallel strategy of resolution of methods DD is based on the multi-fields, it implies the two others! Since 
one combines the decomposition of functional space by finite elements to discretize the problem in space and 
that  of  operator  for  the  nonlinear  resolution  of  the  problem of  mechanics  and  the  preconditionning  of  the 
problem of interface. We will  limit  ourselves to the discretizations by finite elements which are prevalent in 
Code_Aster , but it should be known that these approaches DD also essaimé in other configurations (methods 
“meshless”, EF discrete etc). A string of 

1.4  methods Initially

, the purpose of the methods of DD was to be able to uniformly solve analytically certain EDP on complex fields 
with a grid. Via the substructuring , they returned to the last style very a long time après9Il is interesting9 time to 
solve  numerically  and  more  effectively  of  EDPs on unspecified  fields  with  a  grid  not  uniformly.  The finite 
elements analysis thus led to the development of techniques and new algorithms. Classically 

, one divides them into two categories: decomposition in recovering subdomains (methods of Schwarz) 
or not (methods of Schur). Second is, by far, that which made the most great strides in structural mechanics. 
It subdivides of primal or dual method according to positioning of the problem of interface: in primal variables 
with the complement of Schur (field of displacement for the structural mechanics) or dual with operator FETI (its 
during dual, inter-forces with the interface). The tree structure 

8  term of intricacy of engraving, consumed electric output and, consequently, of heat loss per unit of area. , 
but these

9  to notice, that one of their first industrial variation was in structural mechanics, however not dominated by 
the EDP. The year 1987 marks really the return on the front of the scene, as well in numerical analysis and 
as in numerical mechanics, of these techniques DD with the behavior of the first dedicated international 
congress (“International Conference one DDM”) and the creation of eponymous association [Ddm]. , for this
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continues with the type of solver used with the interface, one will speak then about method, direct or iterative, 
of Schur primal or dual. Structurally
  
, these methods are rich, they comprise ingredients borrowed from the mathematical analysis of the EDP, the 
linear algebra, the graph theory and of course from the mechanics. Those which were essential in structural 
mechanics  are  the  iterative  method  of  Schur  primal  BDD  (for  “Balanced  Domain  Decomposition”,  or  its 
alternative of Neumann-Neumann [LeT91] [LeT94]) and the dual method of Schur FETI (“Finite Element Tearing 
and Interconnecting” [FR91] [FR94]). They showed their mettle on studies borders for dealing with problems 
comprising of the million unknowns on machines with several thousands of processors [Far02]. Their perimeters 
of  use  is  broad:  mechanics  nonlinear,  modal  analysis  and  vibratory,  problem of  evolution,  acoustics,  fast 
dynamics  etc  Corollary  this  success,  each  adaptation  causes  its  alternative  and  several  attempts  at 
generalization tried to join together them, from where a string of approaches: FETI-1, FETI-2, FETI-DP, hybrid, 
mixed etc In this document we will limit ourselves to initial method FETI, FETI-1, which is that developed indeed 
in the code. Description

1.5  of the document At the beginning of

the software building site around FETI in Code_Aster , was posed question adaptation of the method with the 
architecture and data structures of the code. It is a recurring question in computation high efficiency 10HPC for 
10the existing software or, on the contrary, is it necessary to invest in the rewriting supplements of the aforesaid 
code in a version optimized for such or such machine or activity? Taking into account 
the result of the great current codes, “consumable” character more and more of the machines of computation 
and risks of dysfunction enter the various versions, sequential and parallel, of a code (default of completeness, 
false results, NON-regression…) one often prefers to optimize the existing industrial codes even if this 
recasting is not completely “up-to-date”. The maintenance and development costs are obviously less and 
the operating of the software does not need to be duplicated (QA, versionnement, diffusion, documentation…). 
Accordingly 

of optimization of an existing code, techniques of data-processing parallelization (§2.5) and numerical (§2.6; 
mulitfrontal  OpenMP, MUMPS…) were introduced. We approach them in the first part of the document. But 
front, we summarize for the readers neophytes on the matter, some aspects of parallel computation (§2.1/2.4 ; 
hardware, methodology, languages, indicators of performance) which it is necessary to have for the spirit before 
approaching the problems of methods DD. Then one flies over 
the big classes of methods DD (§3; Schwarz, Schur, Neumann-Neumann and static substructuring via the 
operator Aster MACR_ ELEM_STAT ) and the problems of the partitioning of field (§6, algorithm, tools 
and operators DEFI_PART_FETI /OPS) before approaching the various aspects of method FETI . His great 
stages, his algorithmic alternatives, his intrinsic parallelism and some elements of theory (cf §4 and §5) are 
detailed. In a seventh 
part  we  treat  his  its  use  and  implementation  in  Code_Aster  before  concluding by  some  results  and 
prospects. Among the abundant

bibliography available, one could only too much advise the articles of synthesis which refer in the field: those of 
P. Tallec [LeT94] and of C.Farhat & F.X.Roux [FR94], then lately those of P.Gosselet & C.Rey [GRe06] or of 
Y.Fragakis & M.Papadrakakis [FPa03]. For more numerical aspects and concerning all the scopes of application 
one recommends the works of B.Smith et al. [Smi96], of J.Kruis [Kru06], F.Magoulès [Mag07] or A.Toselli & 
O.Widlund [TWi05]. Gates Internet [Ddm] [Ora] dedicated to the DD and the HPC are also of true mines of 
information (bases bibliographical, workshop, articles, directories…). For a more synthetic sight on the methods, 
their variations in the great structure computer codes and in completed works in-house EDF R & D one will be 
able  to  consult  the  note  [Boi03].  On  the  aspects  parallelism,  the  work  of  M.J.Quinn  [Qui03]  proposes  an 
introduction as rich as ludic. Figure 1.5 -1. _Logo of the ddm.org

     
website representing the problem of original Schwarz and that of association

ORAP. Is data-processing and numerical

10  High Computing Performance”. : Is it necessary to adapt 
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2  parallelism Parallel architectures qu

2.1  “what parallelism

? The computation parallel consists in breaking up a computation into a flood of tasks and/or independent 
data and managing their interactions in order to benefit  D” a group from processors.  These operations are 
carried out on varied parallel architectures (PC multi-hearts, clusters, center computer…) composed of several 
processors connected by a network. Hardware Although there exist 

2.1.1  many
architectures of machines, one can often classify them while referring to two models: multiprocessors and the 
multicomputers. The multiprocessors consist

of several CPU sharing the same memory. Thus a memory address on two distinct processors relates to the 
same data. What poses problems of coherence of mask and synchronization. This model is subdivided then out 
of  multiprocessor  centralized  or  distributed  called  also  UMA  and  NUMA  (“Not/Uniform  Memory  Access”). 
Indeed, to group more than ten CPU without deteriorating the band-width of the access report, it is necessary to 
distribute these CPU in clusters.  But  they continue to share the same memory capacity from where (what 
justifies the qualifier  of nonuniform for the distributed multiprocessors) and always variable problem access 
times of Cornelian coherence of mask. To mitigate these problems 

of mask was born the different model one from distributed memories, that of the multicomputers, together of 
computers  with disjoined  memories  connected  by  a  network  of  interconnection11Comme for  the  CPU,  it 
exists11 subclasses: symmetric and the asymmetrical ones according to whether the CPU can fill all the same 
function or that it is initially necessary to pass a node of dedicated computation which distributed then work with 
the others. Currently at EDF R & D, 
the centralized machine Aster can thus be rather defined as a collection of multiprocessors NUMA whereas the 
clusters are multicomputers. Taxonomy of Flynn SISD sequential 

2.1.2  machine SIMD

 

Flynn. At the beginning of parallel computation

11 many network topologies (Ethernets, Myrinet, Infiniband…) whose main features are latency (incompressible 
access  time  to  establish  a  communication)  and  thebusy  one  (transmission  speed  of  information).  For 
example,  Gigabit  Ethernet  has  a  latency  of  100.10-6s  and  a  band-width  of 1 Gbit/s  to  be  compared, 
respectively,  to the 7.10-6 S and 2 Gbit/s of Myrinet.  They are here only material performances peaks, in 
practice it is also necessary to compose with other contingencies, for example the various implementations 
of a parallel language which orchestrate the aforementioned communications. There one distinguishes still 
two
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(the Sixties!) one classified the parallel machines in four categories according to the parallelism which they and 
the display on the floods of data floods of instructions (cf figure 2.1-1): SISD (for “Individual Individual Instruction 
Dated”) which exploits one flood of instructions and a flood of data (machine with single processor), SIMD (“… 
Multiple Dated”) such old vectorial machines, MISD and the MIMD. This classification allotted to Flynn is often 
taken again in the literature but hardly any more has of practical utility because most current computers are 
MIMD and can thus jointly manage several floods of instructions and data. Methodology to parallel

 

2.2  an existing code

or to conceive new, it is always advantageous to have at the head some methodological principles, some good 
receipts! Among those which proved reliable, one finds the method of Foster [Fos95] ( still called models “task/
channel” or “task/Chanel” cf figure 2.2-1) based out of four stages: partitioning, communications  ,  urban area 
and the assignment of the tasks to each processor (the “mapping”). The first phase consists in 
breaking up an execution into a set of elementary tasks associated with local data (for example, the instructions 
coding  the  integration  of  a  constitutive  law  on  a  subdomain,  it  is  the  aspect  “tries”  model)  which  can 
communicate together (from where the channel of communication). If this partitioning is based on the data (as it 
is the case in structural mechanics), one speaks about algorithm by decomposition of field. Complementary 
strategy being to initially divide the flood of instructions into various independent packages and then their to 
associate data: it is functional decomposition. This one is rather used for the TEMPS-reality applications or of 
IHMs. Problem Partitioning Communication

 

of construction of a parallel code: model “task/channel” of Foster. This decomposition must follow

precise specifications: To be finest possible because
•it is its granularity which will limit the gains in performance. Typically, an order of magnitude higher than many 

processors available to facilitate for example the balancing of load. To avoid the redundancies of data
•and instructions. To be relatively balanced
•. To be proportional in keeping with
•problem to allow the resolution of larger problems by increasing the number of CPUs (“scale up”). Then one will  

draw up the diagram

of communication between these elementary tasks while trying équi-to distribute them, to locate them (each 
task does not state that to its neighbors) and, possibly, to desynchronize them so that they can be carried out 
jointly. These the first two phases must
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release the most possible parallelism. It is then necessary to adapt this parallelism to the material platform 
selected and the target code. It is the purpose of the two last phases which will agglomerate and distribute by 
CPU the previously definite elementary tasks. The combination of these tasks in tasks known as consolidated 
has several advantages: To decrease the overcosts of communications 

1) and to increase the localization of the data (a task does not have inevitably any more to expect the 
completion of the preceding one to have the data). To spare an empirical balancing

2) of load enters the processors. To optimize the use of
3) the CPU while minimizing their communications. To carry out a compromise between
4) these data-processing stresses and the costs of adaptation of the code. This ideal model is very

flexible, near to the philosophy of development in MPI (cf §2.3) and can adapt to hybrid parallel approaches 
(parallelism  by  directives  and  messages).  It  has  the  virtue  to  formalize  the  writing  of  parallel  algorithms 
maximizing  the  ratio  computation/communication  of  each  processor,  which  is  thus  particularly  adapted  to 
current  distributed  architectures.  We  will  reconsider  this  model  when  we  describe  the  architecture  of 
computation FETI in Code_Aster. Parallel languages Of 

2.3  a point of considering language, 

to implement parallelism in a code, several ways are prospected: To extend an existing compiler
•so that it automatically translates sequential programs into parallel programs. C “is L” objective of the 

data-processing parallelism which we will describe with the §2.5. To extend an existing language 
•while incorporating in it of new features describing and organizing parallelism. It is for example the 

incorporation of directives OpenMP [Omp] (“Open Multi Processing”) or of routines MPI [Mpi] (“Passing 
Message  Interfaces”)  in  a  code  C  or  FORTRAN.  That  seems  by  far  the  way  most  spread  by  its  its 
portability, simplicity of implementation and its re-use of what exists. But the insertion of these functions of 
low level  in  a  code  must  lean  on  a  methodological  approach  and  a  rigorous  impact  study  to  remain 
perennial, evolutionary and robust. And if they disturb the work environment of the developer little, this one 
does not profit any more assistance of the compiler to clear of undergrowth the specifically parallel bugs 
which can prove particularly tortuous and unstable to reproduce (cf qualification MPI of Code_Aster)! To 
add a new layer 

•of language parallel with the top of existing languages. According to this model, a parallel program 
dissociates in two levels: the layer of low level takes again the existing sequential code, with load for the 
roadbase to create and manage the parallel floods of instructions and data. To finish, an ad hoc compiler 
translates these two levels into executable code by a parallel machine. This approach is found in languages 
CODE  (“Computationally  Oriented  Environment  Display”)  and  HENCE  (“Heterogeneous  network 
Computing  Environment”).  As  it  forces  the  programmer  to  learn  a  new  programming  language  not 
standardized, this approach did not have great success. To create new languages 

•expressing parallelism explicitly  . It is then necessary to develop its code “from scratch” starting from the 
new concepts implemented  in  these  languages.  The  most  known  examples  are  OCCAM,  HPF (“High 
Performance  FORTRAN”)  and  C*.  In  spite  of  great  potentialities,  a  too  low  portability  still  limits  their 
progression. Since it is necessary to leaning on a new parallel language, the new codes often prefer to bind 
to libraries of linear algebra moreover high level,  integral data structures distributed and solvers (linear, 
modal…)  parallels.  Among  these  toolkits  one  counts,  PETSc,  TRILINOS  and  HYPRE  for  American, 
Numerical Plato and Arcane for the hexagonal ones! These aspects will be detailed in the paragraph on 
numerical parallelism (cf §2.6). Currently, although many 

works continue to make progress the cause of the compilers and the parallel languages, the truly voted by 
plebiscite approach remains the second: C to enrich a code, C++ or FORTRAN of functions of low levels, 
standard OpenMP or MPI. These languages can be used on any type of platforms: cluster of multiprocessors, 
PC multi-hearts or multicomputers. Parallelism by directives

2.3.1 OpenMP is adapted to the machines
with shared or overall addressable memory (multiprocessors). It gathers a set of directives of compilation which 
specify the sequential and parallel zones program (“multithreading”). The sequential ones being the parts which 
should be carried out only into sequential to respect the logic of the program. Inside the parallel zones, other 
directives distribute the load between processors and play a part in the memory allocation. Indeed, certain 
variables must remain total and exist only in one specimen, whereas others are allocated at a rate of a copy per 
processor. Parallelism by messages 
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2.3.2  more general and more flexible
, MPI or PVM (“Parallel Virtual Machine system”) agrees with all the platforms, which they or not divide of the 
memory, since this division of data is replaced by sendings of messages. This approach has many restrains 
with the model of programming of Foster: each elementary task becomes a process, each process which can 
communicate with the others. A large features, the user 
 
specifies the launching of the program during the number of processes which it wishes. Each one carries out the 
same program but can carry out different operations because it has a distinct identifier. They jointly carry out 
computations on their local variables and exchange results. Their synchronization in fact is often put rhythm into 
by this shaft of communications. OpenMP and MPI indicate
norms first  of all.  There exist several implementations of these API and certain manufacturers of machines 
propose, as for mathematical libraries BLAS and LAPACK, their versions optimized. Parallelism multiniveau 
Much

2.3.3  of parallel platforms
being clusters of multiprocessors, one can often improve the performances of a code using only MPI, by mixing 
the two approaches: OpenMP on the level of each node with memory shared to manage the interactions with 
weak grains between certain processors and MPI to organize the communications coarse grains inter-nodes. 
This strategy is completely possible besides for algorithm FETI established in Code_Aster, since it is paralleled 
via MPI and uses for these  inversions of local stiffness matrixes, the mulitfrontal paralleled in OpenMP. The 
MUMPS solver also potentially cumulates an algorithm paralleled via MPI and of the mathematical routines in 
OpenMP (Scalapack, Blas). Figure 2.3-1. _Logos of the API 

   
OpenMP and MPI. Measure performances Speed

2.4  - up and scale-up Once

2.4.1  one validated
and stabilized a code front parallèle12Pas! It is necessary to know12 to measure the performances of them and 
to make a profiling of it. Two complementary cases can then arise. Solving a problem of size on processors in a 
given N  time p  , one wishes: To decrease this time elapsed while 
•increasing. A quasilinear reduction p  is hoped for and one speaks then about scalability or strong extensibility 

(“strong scalability”). This notion is during data processing of the numerical scalability of the preconditioners 
DD which one will approach in the following chapters. It is measured by a criterion called speed-up (2.4-1) 
A this criterion , one prefers 

S p  N = temps séquentiel
temps sur p processeurs

:=
T 1 N 

T P  N 
  

sometimes the notion of effectiveness parallel ( 2.4-2) To increase the size 

E p  N  :=
S p  N 

p
 of the problem 

•to be solved while increasing. One speaks about scalability or  p low extensibility (“weak scalability”).  This 
notion is during optimality of preconditioners DD and its criterion is the scale-up (2.4-3) Model of Amdhal & 
Co 

C p  N =
temps séquentiel

temps sur p processeurs du pb de taille pN
:=

T 1  N 

T P  pN 
 Ideally 

2.4.2  these criteria must

12   the temptation of the speed-up! , it is always instructive 
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be  linear.  In  practice  it  is  unfortunately  not  always  the  case  because  a  parallel  execution  is  inevitably 
handicapped by sequential portions and overcosts of communications which grow not linearly with the number 
of processors. Various criteria make it possible to be introspective more finely these parallel performances: The 
model of Amdhal which evaluates
•,  from a sequential execution and parallels, optimal performances of a code on a given platform. If is the 

irremediably  sequential  portion  of  f  code,  the  theoretical  speed-up  atteignable  on  processors  by 
neglecting  p  the communications and the redundant computations, is written (2.4-4) But this criterion 
supposes 

S p
A  N  :=

1
f 1− f  / p

 that 

the size is constant when one increases the number of processors, it thus does not take account of the 
weak scalability. Moreover, it strongly depends on the size of the initial problem, because the sequential 
portion often decrease with the size of the problem. In short, it can be skewed and for this reason one 
prefers the following criterion to him. The model of Gustafson-Barsis

•which  predicts a balanced optimal speed-up (“scaled speed-up”), on the basis of a parallel execution and 
knowing that very often one cannot carry out the sequential execution for lack of memory. Knowing the 
sequential portion empirically, this balanced speed-up is worth f , on processors, (2.4 - 5) the metric one 
p  of Karp 

S p
GB N :=p1− p  f  - Flatt 

•which , on the basis of the values of speed-up of a problem, makes it possible to evaluate if the weaknesses 
of the speed-up are due to the sequential parts or the communications. For each value of and of one 
deduces the theoretical p  sequential S pN   fraction (2.4-6) If this fraction remains 

f p
KF N  :=

1/ S p N −1/ p

1−1/ p
 constant 

with,  it  is  the  sequential  part  p which  is  in  question.  If  not  the  communications  should  rather  be 
accused. Data-processing parallelism 

2.5  to benefit from the new

machines with parallel architecture, one of the first approaches consisted in paralleling in an automatic way the 
computer  codes carried out  until  now on sequential  machine.  The various  techniques  used  go,  of  the 
machine analysis of dependence of sections of code, with the unwinding of loop for their vectorization and their 
parallelization, with the automatic generation of parallel code from a sequential code. One can thus re-use to 
the maximum an existing sequential code to produce a version able of it to be carried out on moderately parallel 
machines. They are today the most transparent techniques for the developer but they make watch of poor 
performances as soon as the number of processors exceeds a few units and are practically available only on 
architectures to shared memory. They always are the object of search and by this a little experimental aspect, 
one could  compare them with  the tools  automatic  differentiation of  code.  Like the latter,  these techniques 
function as a blind man only on codes presenting an architecture and a structuring of the compatible data. From 
a less transparent point of view
to the programmer, it is also possible “to profile” the very consuming zones of codes in CPU and potentially 
segmentables  in  independent  tasks,  and  to  parallel  them  via  directives  OpenMP (cf  § 2.3).  Note:  These 
techniques 

were set up
• in  version  4  of  the  Code_Aster  [Ber97]  [Gom96]  on  CRAY.  Elementary  computations  were 

paralleled via directives of compilation what could get of speed-UPS interesting on these parts of  
code.  However,  these directives have being swarmed in a good amount of  sources and that 
complicated the building sites of maintenance/development. Moreover, the average developer,  
often mechanic of  training,  were to take account  of  the stresses of  programming which they  
implied. This experiment did not survive the bearing on SGI and has being reabsorbed. These  
parallelizations almost

exclusively data-processing are well adapted to integrate constitutive laws or for post-treating results. It is this 
kind of approach which was adopted to feed the numerical parallelism  of MUMPS (cf §2.6). By activating 
distributed parallelism (key word  PARALLELISME of  operator  AFFE_MODELE [U2.08.06]) one begins  thus 
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well upstream from the linear solver, the distribution of computations and data. At the beginning of operator 
Aster 

, one mesh packages distributes by processor (according to various strategies, automatics, semi-automatic or 
manual) and the floods of data/processing of each processor limit oneself thereafter to these meshes. Each 
processor  carries  out  integrations  of  constitutive  law,  elementary  computations  and  the  matric/vectorial 
assemblies in this perimeter and will just fill the corresponding zone in total data structures (matrixes, vectors, 
initialized  fields  with  zero).  The  whole  is  transmitted  in  a  way  distributed  to  MUMPS  which  must  then 
communicate to reconstitute the total problem and to lead the resolution in parallel (with its own distribution). 
The approach is less ambitious 
in term of CPU/mémoire performances and pairing of distributed computations that techniques DD, but it is 
more robust and easier to establish in a code (one solves the same problem as into sequential, not a problem of 
interface).  It  mutualise  besides  certain  software  paths  with  method  FETI  established  in  Code_Aster: 
decomposition in  subdomains and distribution of elementary computations/assemblies. This data-processing 
parallelism (of the spring of the applicatif code Code_Aster) is very complementary to numerical parallelism of 
the linear solver (here MUMPS). Numerical parallelism 

2.6  to improve the parallel

effectiveness of a code, it is thus necessary more to be invested in the numerical resolution of the modelled 
problem and, for example, to solve in parallel the hollow great systems of the type (1.1-1) whose assembly 
and resolution often consume the major part of time: it is what is called numerical parallelism. If one makes the 
choice to re-use 
the sources  of  a  sequential  linear  solver  integrated  into  the code,  various techniques make  it  possible  to 
distribute the workload between the processors and to improve the “scalability” of the process (renumbering of 
the type “static pivoting”, super-nodes, partionnement of graph, scalar products with weight or by mask….). But 
despite everything, if it is about a direct solver, its scalability is likely to mark time from a few tens of processors 
because of the many exchanges of matric blocks of numerical factorization. If it is about an iterative solver, the 
difficulty will come from the preconditioner which has difficulty combining scalability, robustness and low costs 
computation (one speaks about problem of “parallel preconditionning”). From where the recourse to a hybrid 
approach of type DD which tries to exploit these two classes of methods to pass on the scale on one plus a 
large number of processors. The exercise often presents 

an attached effectiveness parallel with a few tens of CPU and a management not very optimal memory. But it is 
already  very  interesting  for  a  good  amount  of  studies  and  of  configurations  machines.  In  addition,  this 
parallelism often displays a robustness and a perimeter of use similar to those of sequential,  it  is not very 
invasive and easy of employment. This kind of parallelism
was thus retained in Code_Aster to meet certain needs : to gain an order of magnitude in TEMPS CPU on large 
studies  which  could  in  extreme  cases  pass  into  sequential  with  the  native  solvers.  Among  the  choices 
suggested  one  finds  the  direct  method  by  default  of  the  code,  the  mulitfrontal,  the  direct  solver  external 
MUMPS and the library of iterative /direct solvers PETSc. Note: This numerical parallelism 

• can prove very invaluable and complementary to mechanical parallelism of methods DD. It is all  
the attraction of parallelism multiniveau of these methods which can finally be appreciated like a  
surcouche of the standard solvers. One can thus in the long term plan to couple an algorithm  
FETI  parallel  with  a  mulitfrontal,  MUMPS or  PETSc  (or  three  at  the  same  time  on  different  
subdomains), themselves parallel. The mulitfrontal Let us return a little

2.6.1  on the mulitfrontal
of  the  code  (METHODE  =  '  MULT_FRONT'  in factor key word the  solver  [U  4.50.01/R6.02.02]  ) 
paralleled in OpenMP. One can isolate two levels from parallelism: external, with a concurrent 
•elimination of the super-nodes in bottom of the tree structure of elimination of the unknowns. an intern, with 

the concurrent 
•management of certain phases (assembly of the matrixes girls, update of the frontal matrix…) elimination of 

the other super-nodes, those from the top of the shaft. Cutting between the two 
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levels  is  parameterized  and  that  makes  it  possible  to  operate  a  compromise  between  the  granularity  of 
computations and the balancing of load of the processors. For time, only internal parallelism was activated and 
it makes it possible to profit from appreciable speed-UPS (<5) on the phase of factorization numérique13La 
factorization symbolic system13 a machine multiprocessor. Note: The “ 

native”
• conjugate  gradient  of  Code_Aster,  a  PCG  preconditioned  standard  by  incomplete  Cholesky  

multiniveau ICC (K) (METHODE=' GCPC' [R6.05.02 ]), could not profit from the same 
projections  for  problems  of  “parallel  preconditionning”.  In  other  codes  of  EDF  R  &  D,  such  
Code_Saturne and TELEMAC, such a method however do very great favors and often pass on  
the scale on hundreds of processors. The best conditioning of  their  problems and their  large  
volumes of data allow them and force to them to work with preconditioners more frustrate (for  
example  diagonal  blocks)  and  thus  more  easily  parallélisables.  But  to  put  itself  in  condition  
passing well on the scale is paid sometimes with the full price in term of iterations: hundreds even 
of the thousands per resolution of system linear. In addition, these codes can do without certain 
services  inherent  in  the  direct  solvers:  processing  of  problem  of  the  multiple  type  second  
members (nonlinear computation with mutualisation of the tangent matrix,  modal computation)  
and the detection of singularity (validation of the setting in data, modal computation/buckling). A  
code of structural mechanics general practitioner has difficulty occurring some! MUMPS, PETSc  
and the external

2.6.2  parallel solvers One can also lean on
external  scientific  libraries  which optimized “ the linear implementation”  of solvers,  into sequential  and in 
parallel. That makes it possible to combine with less expenses portability and performance all while leaning on 
the experiment of recognized international teams. Often, these libraries propose much more than solvers, while 
making it possible to constitute a whole sequence of parallel computation with its own data structures, without 
truly being concerned with distribution of these floods of instructions and data. Their broad perimeters of use 
and certain automatic parameters of adjustment take into account many heavy factors to manage in a native 
solver:  the  type  of  data  (real,  complex,  symmetric…),  their  representation  (hollow,  tape…),  the  choice  of 
adapted  algorithms  (scaling,  renumerotor…),  basic  algebraic  operations  according  to  the  data  (standard 
optimization  BLAS),  the  architecture  of  the  target  machine,  libraries  available  (BLACS,  ScaLAPACK, 
ParMETIS…). For a use multi punt 

- forms, one often prefers to lean on libraries of the public domain (PETSc, HYPRE…) but of course each 
manufacturers  proposes  his  version  (in  theory)  optimized:  MKL  for  Bull/Intel,  PESSL  for  IBM,  ASL  and 
MathKeisan at NEC etc One will quote thus, in a non
exhaustive way: Toolkit PETSc: “Portable Extensive

• Toolkit for Scientific computation” of the Argonne laboratory with its utilities of data structure handling 
and its parallel solvers varied (linear, modal and EDO). It is a product of the public domain, interfaced 
with FORTRAN 77/90, C and C++, paralleled via MPI and which reached a certain maturity (the project 
began in 1991). Certain great codes, such MEF++ [Tar04], did not hesitate to lean to with it completely 
to distribute their data and to reach numerical parallelism. Code_Aster proposes various approaches to 
draw part of this library (METHODE=' PETSC' in factor key word the solver [U 4.50.01/R6.01.02] [ 
Des07]). In the same vein, others 

toolkits of linear algebra parallels came out: TRILINOS (Sandia), HYPRE (Livermore), PSARSLIB 
(University of Minnesota), ScaLAPACK (University of Oak Ridge)… Direct solver MUMPS: “Multifrontal 

• Massively Parallel  sparse direct Solver”,  direct solver multifrontal for the resolution of hollow great 
systems in parallel. These faculties of swivelling and these tools the pre one and postprocessing (put on 
the iterative scale, refinement, error a posteriori) already allured  Code_Aster , which proposes it  for 
many modelizations (METHODE=' MUMPS' [U 4.50.01/R6.02.03 ]) and strongly advises it for 
some  (XFEM,  incompressible).  It  is  also  possible to  exploit  its  parallelism  ,  in  mode  distributed 
[Boi07b] or centralized [Des07] according to whether  one parallels the construction of the system 
(parallelism data-processing cf §2.5) or right his resolution (numerical parallelism cf figure 2.6-1). This 
approach  gets  on  average  savings  of  time  of  a  factor  6  in  centralized  (12  in  distributed)  on  32 
processors. In favorable configurations, these gains can exceed the score. On the other hand, MUMPS 
standard ( 

13  the descent-increase for time is treated into sequential. when one deploys it on 
Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
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i.e.  In-Core14Une  management  memory  “In-Core14 requires  than  the  native  methods  of  the  code, 
because  he  works  exclusively  in  RAM.  It  is  advised  to  activate  the  mode  Out-Of-Core  (key  word 
OUT_OF_CORE=' YES “[Boi08] ) to discharge entirely on disc factorized and to thus remain 
in more reasonable consumption memories. Facto. Numerical Desc. - increase
 

the parallel/sequential floods of data/processing of the approaches “MUMPS centralized
 ” and “distributed”. In the same vein, one finds

 for  the  direct  ones:  WSMP (IBM),  SPOOLES,  SuperLU,  PaStiX  etc  and  for  the  iterative  ones: 
BlockSolve95 , SPAI, pARMS… For more D” information on 

these problems one will be able to consult the article of synthesis of I.S.Duff and H.A. Van der Vorst [DV99] 
recalling the evolutions of the parallel linear solvers and the exhaustive list of the packages available put up to 
date on the Web site of one of the founding fathers of the field, Jack Dongarra [Donation]. Note: Development 
platforms

, 
• such Numerical Plato or Mystery, make it possible to mask the diversity and the complexity of  

these libraries of solvers. These software on-layers formalize only objects of high levels (variable,  
mesh…)  and  provide  tools  of  analysis,  clarification  and  optimization  of  the  performances  of  
computation  independent  of  the  aspects  numerical  and architecture.  De  Schwarz  with  Schur 
Methods of Schwarz

14  (IC)” preserve all its objects in RAM. It is the standard case retained per many applications. Contrary, a 
management “Out-Of-Core (OOC)” (for example, that of the package JEVEUX of Code_Aster) discharge 
its most  cumbersome objects on an additional  disc.  That  obère a little  performances CPU during the 
accesses to the data but multiplies by ten storage capacities. ) much more random access memory
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3  general Description

3.1  the first

3.1.1  method of DD
is  generally  allotted  to  the  Swiss  mathematician  of  the 19th  century,  H.A.Schwarz15H.A.SCHWARZ.  Uber 
einige Abbildungensaufgaben (literal15 geometry, he proposed to divide this field into two subdomains simpler 
and recovering, thus giving his name to a big class of methods DD: alternate methods of Schwarz (“alternating 
Schwarz method”) also called methods of Schwarz with covering (“overlapping Schwarz method”). Alternated 
covering and processes, the two ideas are
indeed there since it is a question of solving alternatively on each subdomain, a EDP identical to that of the 
initial problem, by just adding on the interface a new condition of Dirichlet. According to the type of update that 
one will impose on this interface, the last or the penultimate solution of the close subdomain, one distinguishes 
the  Method  of  Multiplicative  Schwarz  (MSM)  or  Additive  (MSA).  For  example,  let  us  consider  a  related, 
decomposable field

in two recovering subdomains, on which  =1∪2 one wants to solve the following EDP: (3.1-1) MSA 
resoud repeatedly this model problem by

{Lu= f dans 
u=g sur ∂

building

a double succession of solutions approached according to the following diagram (for MSM one changes the 

sixth  u1
n , u2

n n  condition into) (3.1-2) Figure 3.1-1. _Method of additive Schwarz (MSA) u2
n1
=u1

n1
. 

 

{
Lu1

n1= f dans 1

u1
n1=g sur ∂1∩∂

u1
n1=u2

n sur ∂1∩2

puis

{
Lu2

n1
= f dans 2

u2
n1=g sur ∂2∩∂

u2
n1=u1

n sur ∂2∩1

Algorithm

After discretization, by noting the operator

3.1.2  of work
, his restriction on the subdomain A  formulates, the second member vector Ai  and the operator of restriction 

i  F  of on, these methods can  Ri  be reformulated in the form of    i a problem of fixed  point: one 

seeks the continuation of  reiterated checking (with  the vector solution) (3.1-3) From where  unn  the term 

“additive u  Schwarz” and “multiplicative

un1−u= I−R1
T A1
−1R1 A−R2

T A2
−1R2A  un−u  MSA 

un1
−u= I−R2

T A2
−1R2A   I−R1

T A1
−1R1A   un−u  MSM 

Schwarz

” of these methods. Note: Not to weigh down the matter, we

limited ourselves

15  translation:  “  On  some  problems  of  projection”).  J.  Angew  Queen.  Maths.,  70  (1869),  pp105-120. 
Analytically to solve a EDP on a complex
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• to  a  limiting  condition  of  simple  Dirichlet  type,  but  obviously  these  considerations  spread  in  
Dirichlet generalized, Neumann or Robin. With MSM, because of interlacing of the solutions of 
contiguous

• fields between two successive iterations, a parallelism with strong granularity dedicated to each 
subdomain  is  difficult  to  set  up.  It  is  then  necessary  to  use  of  “techniques  of  coloring”  to  
distinguish  from the  completely  separate  families  of  subdomains.  That  notably  degrades  the 
parallelism and the legibility of the process. The methods of fixed point converge at least linearly

, but one seeks nevertheless to accelerate them by means of, either the algorithm of the conjugate gradient for 
MSA, or GMRES for MSM. For example for MSA with subdomains, the formula (3.1-3a) can be rewritten in P  
the form (3.1-4) What is anything else only one method of

un1=un− R1
T A1
−1R1⋯RP

T AP
−1RP  Aun− f  Richardson

(also  called  method  of  the  gradient  with  constant  step)  associated  with  the  problem  discretized  initialet 
prepacked by (3.1-5) with a step unit. By Au= f  this dummy entry, one

M MSA
−1 :=∑

i=1

P

Ri
T Ai
−1Ri thus

substituted for an alternate 
n
=1 process a method of descent of type gradient expressed on the entire field 

and whose only preconditionning lets foresee the DD. When the problem is symmetric elliptic (what is
frequent  in  structural  mechanics),  the  matrixes  and  formula  are  SPD  and  a  PCG  standard  can  then 
advantageously A  M−1  replace the method of Richardson: Algorithm 3.1-1. _Algorithm of MSA. This setting 
in the form of

 
PCG, just like the notions of coarse

or  inaccurate  solvers,  are  called  technical  of  acceleration,  because  they  make  it  possible  to  improve 
convergence of the reiterated total processes by mixing successive ones of the solution. For the other great 
alternative  of  Schwarz,  MSM, the  algorithm are similar  with  a  GMRES standard  since the  operator  is  not 
symmetric. Note: Unfortunately the performances of this algorithm

blanch
• when  the  number  of  subdomains  increases.  To  mitigate  this  difficulty  a  coarse  problem  is 

introduced (“coarse grid problem” by reference to multigrid) whose contribution will be added to 
that of the preconditioner. As its name indicates it,  this problem consists in solving the same  
operator but discretized on a smaller functional space. It is not always easy to build but one can  
characterize some of his theoretical properties. Its purpose being to make the convergence of the 
algorithm not very dependant amongst subdomains. This notion of preconditionning by a coarse 
problem is recurring in DD. One will find it for the methods without covering and in particular for 
FETI-1, of which it is a crucial ingredient. The most expensive share of the algorithm being the 
construction 
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Initialisation u0
donné , r0

=Au0− f , p0
=r0 , g0

=M MSA
−1 r 0

Boucle en n

1  z n=Apn

2 αn=
〈r n , gn 〉

〈 zn , pn〉
3  un1

=unαn pn nouvel  itéré 

4  r n1=r n−αn zn nouveau  résidu 

5  Test d'arrêt via 〈 rn1 , rn1
〉

6  g n1=M MSA
−1 r n1

 résidu préconditionné 

7  βn1=
〈rn1 , g n1

〉

〈rn , g n〉

8  pn1=gn1βn1 pn nouvelle direction de descente 
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• of the preconditioner which requires resolutions of local problems of the kind (3.1-6) a common 
practice P  in DD consists in relieving 

〈Aiu i , v i〉=〈Ri r
n1 , v i〉 the processors

by  replacing  the  local  operators  by  approached  operators  simpler  to  calculate  (  Ai  but 

“spectralement equivalent  Bi  ”). As it is only the phase of  preconditionning, the introduction of  
these  “inaccurate  resolutions”  (“inaccurate  solves”)  is  not  truly  prejudicial.  Convergence  By  
borrowing the theoretical groundwork of the methods 

3.1.3  of correction
per subspace (“subspace correction methods”, P.L.Lions 1987,),  one shows that under certain assumptions 
(theorem 2.9 [LeT94]) that the conditioning of MSA (which controls the convergence of algorithm 3.1-1) checks 
asymptotically (3.1-7) by noting the average diameter of the subdomain, their average

M MSAEG
−1 A= H k  avec solveur grossier

M MSA
−1 A =1 H

k  sans

covering and their  H  median number of neighbors. Without coarse    solver,  the convergence  k  of the 
process is deteriorated by the increase amongst subdomains while with this kind of technique of acceleration, it 
does not depend any more but on the proportion of covering and amongst neighbors. The construction of a 
coarse solver, in spite of the overcost which it generates, thus seems to be the price to be paid for treating tens 
of subdomains. In addition, convergence improves with the proportion of covering or is inversely proportional to 
the number of neighbors. Note: The fact that these methods convergent of as much better than

the subdomains
•have few neighbors finds in other methods DD. That privileges the slender subdomains. A compromise is  
thus to search between the data-processing stresses of parallelism which wish to minimize the volume of  
the communications to the interfaces and those, numerical, which tends on the contrary to support them to  
improve convergence. These methods of Schwarz are often effective and parallélisables

. They are simpler to incorporate in a code than other methods DD because they re-use the initial operator 
without having to substitute a new operator of interface and an adapted preconditioner to him. However some 
difficulties remain such cutting with covering of unspecified structures or construction of adapted coarse space. 
In addition, their convergence is very sensitive to heterogeneities and they duplicate a considerable share of 
work in the zones of covering (more those are important, better is convergence, from where a compromise to be 
found!). They seem thus little used in structural mechanics, it is a field where one prefers the methods to them 
without covering of the Schur type primal or dual. They are the object of the paragraphs according to. Methods 
of Schur primal general Description the techniques of

3.2  DD without covering (“nonoverlapping

3.2.1  decomposition
method”) simplify the taking into account of the frontier zones. By eliminating all the degrees of freedom which 
do not belong to any interface of subdomains, they reduce the initial problem total in a problem, smaller and 
better conditioned, whose unknowns are precisely the degrees of freedom located on this interface.  At  the 
origin, first methods DD developed in the Sixties
by the mechanics of structures, solved this problem of interface with a direct solver: it is the static substructuring 
as called method of substructures, of macro or super-élements16Terminologie as one finds for the frontal linear 
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solver16 recuts  a  broader17 ”).  The primal  term is  necessary  for  two  reasons:  The  problem of  interface  is 
formulated in the same variables as

• the initial problem, i.e. in displacement, One wants to distinguish this method of the methods of the type FETI 
(cf §

• 4) which write  their  problem of  interface in  term of  inter-forces or forces of  reactions between 
substructures; For about fifteen years, the size of with the dealt problems

and thus that of the problems of interfaces associated, has tended to substitute for the direct solvers of interface 
(generally a mulitfrontal) of the methods of type preconditioned conjugate gradient. Cornerstone of the building 
being then the construction of a preconditioner effective, reliable, parallélisable and easily plantable to solve 
nonlinear problems on complex geometries and for unspecified cuttings. Indeed the quality of partitioning in 
subdomains can disturb the intrinsic parallelism of GC (cf §2.6). Its robustness is dependant on the type of 
cutting (regular  or slender), of the regularity of the mesh and the partitions (famous “ratios of aspect”), of the 
presence  of  “floating”  substructures  (not  blocked  subdomains)  or  of  junction  points  between  under-
structures18Appelés also points of crossing (“cross-country race points”) or multiple18 simplify
computation  of  it  were  in  the  air  since  the  beginning  of  simulation,  its  paternity  is  often  allotted  to 
J.S.Przemieniecki19J.S.Przemieniecki. Structural Matrix analysis of substructures. Amndt Inst. Aero. Astro. J., 1 
(196319 of  the calculators  to  the maximum invariances of  symmetry  or structure translation and allowing a 
groupware on distinct substructures. Problems, which appear quite remote now, related to the need for being 
able to mix
the two  types of  approaches which then clashed in  the community  “computational  structural  analysis”:  the 
method of the forces and those of the déplacements20La last approach, the “displacement method”, because of 
its simplicity of implementation, its20 suspect, is its intrinsic parallelism, genuine “bread blessed” for the current 
machines. Let us illustrate our matter with the partitioning of the field 2D unspecified of figure 3.2-1 in various
subdomains  geometrically  independent,  and.  One  notes  the  geometrical  interface  which  connects  them 
between them. The algebraic approach then 1  2  consists 3 of a formal  I  renumbering of the nodes 
in order to present a cutting per blocks of the initial problem: one numbers initially the degrees of freedom 
attached strictly inside the first Ku= f  subdomain, then those of the second and so on… until treating in the 
last those of the interface. The renumbered system then arises in the form (3.2-1) Figure 3.2-1. _Example of 
decomposition in subdomains and geometrical interface (known as primal 
 

) In

substituent the first three unknowns
in the fourth, which the mechanic names by

“static  condensation  of  the  problem  discretized  on  the  interface”,  one  is 
reduced to the problem of interface (3.2-2) with (3.2-3) of the complement of 
Schur called also sometimes matrix of capacitance or condensed

Su=b stiffness
is

16  One will  clarify this complicity thereafter.,  condensation statique17En made, the notion of condensation 
static

17  . It is a technique which allows the elimination of the internal degrees of freedom an element or a group of 
elements in order to simplify the formulation of it. But it can of course apply to whole pieces of a structure, 
from where the amalgam of  the terminologies.  or  direct  method of  Schur primal  (“primal  substructuring 
method

18  . (edges in 3D). Even if the idea to break up a structure in order to
19  pp138-147. (1963). It acted especially at the time by means of freeing from the low memory sizes
20  numerical effectiveness and its universality occupied almost exclusively the front of the scene. While the 

other approach, the “force method”, only scored recently some points… on the ground of the spatial error 
indicators!. On the other hand, a major characteristic of this method of the substructures which its author 
could not
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S :=∑
i

S i :=K ΓΓ−∑
i

K ΓiK ii−1K iΓ

b :=∑
i

b i := f Γ−∑
i

K ΓiK
ii
−1 f i

S  the matrix.  It  is  in  fact the discretization of  the operator known as of Poincaré-Steklov21V.Aghoskov & 
V.Lebedev. The Poincaré-Steklov' S operators and the domain SP  decomposition methods in21 . In structural 
mechanics, this operator is often continuous, symmetric, definite positive and returns well the problem posed. 
The vector, as for him, is result of the condensation of the forces generalized on. By this trick b of redistribution/

substitution of the unknowns, one transformed a total problem f   I into
a problem of interface smaller, SPD and better conditioned (on the other hand denser than the initial hollow 
problem) thus easier to solve with a PCG. Once exhumed the solution of interface, one goes back to the internal 
contributions via relations
of the type (3.2-4) Convergence This asset of u the methods of Schur in term of conditioning is illustrated by

u i=K ii−1 f i−K iΓ u Γ  the following

3.2.2  estimates
. One passes, under certain assumptions (§3.2.5 [LeT94]) and by taking again the usual notations of the §3.1, 
asymptotically of (3.2-5) to (3.2-6) From where a better accuracy if one solves it via a direct solver (primal direct

 K = 1

h2  Schur

  S = 1

H 2 1H
h  ) or

a better convergence if one calls on the iterative one  (primal iterative Schur).  In both cases, the algorithms 

which often encapsulate this inversion of system are winners: that facilitates the nonlinear modal computations 
or  resolutions of  Newton.  However,  this  conditioning strongly  depends on the smoothness of  the mesh or 
amongst subdomains
. In the state the method of Schur is thus neither optimal, nor numerically extensible (cf notions of speed-up and 
scale-up of  the §2.4).  One will  see in  the iterative  version that  certain preconditioners make it  possible to 
arrange the things. Or then, it is necessary to change the formulation of the problem and it is FETI and Co (§4)! 
Direct method of Schur primal the resolution of the condensed problem (3.2-2) can be carried out directly

3.2.3  by a standard direct solver
of type, but it is more judicious and to play of the analogy between the subdomains of LDLT the substructuring 
super-elements of the mulitfrontal. One can thus operate the resolution, as of the assembly, of the components 
local of the matrix of Schur of (3.2-5) by applying the mulitfrontal to the two super-elements gathering S i  the 

internal degrees of freedom i

S i :=K ΓΓ
i
−K Γi K ii−1 K iΓ

(noted) and borders (noted). It “is enough” to reverse the stiffness matrix associated with this subdomain i while 

preserving like   last front, all the master nodes of (3.2-6) One can thus  ième  see the frontal method like a 

recursive form of condensation of the internal  I

21  problems.  Computational  processes  and  systems,  ED.  Nauka  (1985),  pp173-227.  (or  “Dirichlet-to-
Neumann”) exhumed in this frame by V.Aghoskov and V.Lebedev at the beginning of the Eighties
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K i :=[ K ii K iΓ

K Γi K ΓΓ
i ] nodes

on the main nodes. This operation can of course be realized simultaneously on several subdomains. Just like 
local  condensations  of  the  second  members  (3.2-7)  If  the  interface  is  of  small,  assembly  runs  of  the 
complements of Schur and 

bi := f Γ
i
−K ΓiK

ii
−1 { f i} the local

condensed  forces  as  well  as  the  resolution  of  the  condensed  system  (3.2-2)  can  remain  sequential. 
Nevertheless, if this one increases, one can be tried to set up a numerical parallelism on this level and one then 
finds in  the  configuration evoked  previously  “encased”  parallelism.  From where a  possible  groundwork  By 
subdomain (in parallel level 1) By the proc. Master (in sequential or parallel level

2) Constitution of the elementary stiffness       local Condensation  of and Sending by messages or 
division 

•by directives of these digests Assembly K i

•of and Resolution of S i  the problem bi

•of interface Cutting and sending of the Reception of the Restitution
•                                                                            to S  the internal b
•                                                                            nodes via Algorithm 3.2-1_ direct SuΓ=b

•                                                                            Method of Schur primal u Γ
i

•. It is noted u Γ
i

•nevertheless that this kind of approach u i=K ii−1  f i−K iΓ uΓ 
requires the storage of the local stiffness matrixes

, the matrix of Schur (full) and of the opposite. These last, in particular, are stored in  K i form during all the 

process  S  not to have  K ii
−1 to remake several  times this stage of factorization (  LDLT  which remains 

expensive in spite of the fact that these submatrices are of size and bandwidth smaller than the initial matrix). It 
is  this kind of  stress which a long time penalized the substructuring static while making it  sometimes less 
attractive than a total resolution. To mitigate this disadvantage, one can consider successive condensations on 
increasingly reduced
problems of size (DD multiniveau) or benefit, when that is possible, from repetitivity or symmetry. Beyond the 
aspects performances, this flexibility in term of pairing of computations, potentially distributed, is a strong point 
of the static substructuring. Note: Since the origins of the substructuring, parallels were made between this

mechanical method
•and the solver multifrontal. The first considers geometrical substructures when the second draft of the  
nodes  groups,  the  “super-nodes”.  But  one  of  the  advantages  of  the  substructuring  is  precisely  this  
knowledge  of  the  subjacent  geometry  which  avoids  calculating  quantities  redondantes22Les  frontal  
matrixes  are  regarded  as  matrixes  full  contrary  to  the  complements22 the  various  matrixes  evoked 
previously also 
•make it  possible to minimize  their  obstruction. In addition, contrary to the iterative solvers, the direct  
solvers the such multifrontal profit from heuristic estimating their computation complexity. These estimates  
deduced with the flight can nourish dynamic strategies of partitionings of field (one transfer of the groups  
of degrees of freedom of one subdomain to the other in the course of computation) in order to balance the  
load of  the processors.  Because that  Ci  is  not  rigorously proportional  to the number of  meshes of  a  
subdomain, even into linear. These various strategies nourished many works of the community machinist  
of the UTC around their  code SIC for Interactive System of a Conception (  cf  in particular papers of  
G.Touzot,  P.Breitkopf & Y.Escaig).  Establishment in Code_Aster: MACR_ELEM_STAT Into sequential,  
Code_Aster proposes this primal method of 

3.2.4  Schur direct via command MACR_ELEM

22  Schur which can comprise of the zeros which one knows the site and that one avoids handling. or proposes 
matric tricks to recover them. Considerations on classifications of
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_STAT  [U2.07.02]  of  constitution of  macro-elements  (substructures).  She  proposes in  particular  the 
management of substructures multiniveau and/or deduced from other subdomains by a simple geometrical 
transformation  (rotation,  translation).  Its  perimeter  recovers  all  the  finite  elements  of  mechanics  with  the 
associated loadings, but only into linear or for linear parts of nonlinear models. zone elastic potential plasticity 
fissures Figure 3.2-2. _Entirely elastic Structure except

 

 
the interest of this approach is seen when for example an elastic structure comprises

 
a small plastic zone at the border of which one will condense the linear zone (cf figure 3.2-2). The number of 
degrees of freedom is some considerably reduced. In dynamics, the code proposes methods DD adapted and 
approached such as those of Craig-Bampton
or Mac Neal [R 4.06.02/R4.06.3]. As it is often the case in DD, this primal method of Schur direct can get, even 
into sequential

,  of  the  gains  in  computation  complexity  and  appreciable  obstruction  memory.  But  moreover,  she  has 
advantages in term of flexibility in use, modelization and numerical handling inherited the static substructuring 

and direct solvers. However this dependancy with the direct solver limits their scalability (cf § 2.6) and requires 
storage capacities which grow quadratically with the size of the interface  . From where the recourse to the 
iterative one to solve the problem of interface. Iterative method of Schur primal When the initial problem is SPD, 
this iterative version of 

3.2.5  Schur primal is based on a PCG
standard (“substructure based GC algorithm”) by noting bold a matrix of ad hoc preconditionning: Algorithm 
3.2-2. _Iterative Method of Schur primal. M−1  The stage (1) can be described as the resolution

of independent problems of Dirichlet (one by
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subdomain) because the product matrix-vector (with the iteration P  of the PCG) breaks up on each subdomain 

(3.2-8) with the operator of restriction SpΓ
n

 which extracts n  , in an unspecified vector of interface, i

Sp
n
=∑

i=1

p

S i R ip
n 


p
n ,i

the degrees of freedom

Ri  belonging to subdomain. Each product local matrix-vector is reformulated like a problem similar to the total 

ième  problem on the subdomain but enriched by S i p
n ,i  a nonhomogeneous condition of Dirichlet (3.2-9) with 

the tensions D iième  “interfaces associated with the aforementioned condition with Dirichlet. In substituent pΓ
n ,i

K i pn , i :=[ K ii K iΓ

K Γi K ΓΓ
i ] { p i

n , i

p Γ
n , i }={ 0

T Γ
n , i} the first

T Γ
n ,i

 equation in the second, one finds thus (3.2-10) D” where the mechanical interpretation of primal method 

of Schur. A each iteration of

T Γ
n ,i=K ΓΓ

i −K ΓiK ii
−1 K iΓ  pΓn , i=S i pΓ

n , i the PCG, 

a field of edge displacement is imposed like only loading on each subdomain and n  the complement of local 

Schur, makes him p Γ
n , i

 correspond a field of force edge associated by the only i  behavior of the aforesaid 

subdomain S i . Then one assembles these tensions of interface T 
n ,i

 and one tests their equilibrium (via the 

residue). If it i

is reached, the process stops, if not one updates in each subdomain a new field of displacement edge and one 

reiterates the process. Finally, at a field of edge displacement, the complement of assembled Schur  p
n1, i

 

makes correspond the unbalance associated edge. From a point of view parallelism, the distributed structure S  
of the stage (1), by far greediest
in  CPU,  strongly  the choices direct.  While following  the evoked methodological  groundwork  to  the §2.2,  a 
parallelism by sending of message appears very indicated. Each processor manages the instructions and the 
given associated with some subdomains (in particular elementary computations and the matric and vectorial 
assemblies) then locally calculates the components of (3.2-8) associated. Then two approaches are possible: 
“master-slave” or “slave-slave”. That is to say a “main” processor centralizes these contributions to build (with a 
overcost due to

the collective communications dimensioned with the interface S i pΓ
n ,i

 ). Put except for L SpΓ
n

 “stage (6) of 

preconditionning also is distributed, this main processor manages only the other minor tasks D” scheduling of 
GC. It is the choice sub-optimal but simpler to implement retained for the establishment of FETI in Code_Aster. 
That is to say each processor does not communicate the data of interfaces that with the “close  ” processors 
concerned

23C' is to be said processors to which one or more S i pΓ
n , i

 subdomains were allotted sharing23 will be detailed 

in the following chapters relating to FETI-1. Note: The stopping criteria (5) are based on the residue of 
interface. However this last checks (

3.2-11) Of
• iterative method of Schur primal, one can thus control the total residue via the residue

∥Kun− f∥
〈 rn , rn 〉2

=∥∑
i=1

P

S iu Γ
n ,i−b i∥

∑
i=1

P

〈 r
Γ
n , i , r

Γ
n ,i 〉2

:=∥SuΓ
n−b∥

〈r
Γ
n , r

Γ
n 〉2

of

interface. From a mechanical point of view, the equality between the two residues does not have  
anything of surprising taking into account the fact, that with each iteration, DDLs interns of each  
subdomain are supposed to be with the equilibrium. It will be seen that with algorithm FETI, being  

23  an interface with one or more subdomains of the processor given. and itself and the scalar products “daxpy” 
of the minor stages leads. These various approaches
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into dual, one does not have this chance! Neumann-Neumann A each iteration of the PCG it is  
necessary to solve as many problems of Dirichlet of 

3.2.6  fields! 
To be  competitive,  the  complexité24  with  the  nombre  of  iterations,  mean size  of  dispatcher of  tape  (very 
important for)24 iterations than unknowns of interface. If not, to as much use a direct solver on the total problem! 
Fortunately, for about fifteen years of the great research efforts a string of preconditioners of interface have 
produced:  the  induced  preconditioners  which  use  the  classical  preconditioners  of  the  initial  problem,  the 
preconditioners  “probes”  (“probing  to  prepack”),  the  preconditioners  “Wire-basketball”…  Among  them,  the 
preconditioner known as of Neumann-Neumann25Son name comes from the first case in
which it was used: two subdomains in opposite25 - 9) it appears that the reverse of the local complement of 

Schur, is the operator who at a local field of tension of interface (which plays this time the part D  S i 
−1

“a 

condition  of  nonhomogeneous  Neumann)  associates  the  local  field  resulting  T Γ
n ,i  edge  (3.2-12)  a  total 

conditioner can then be built by approximating L” opposite of the sum by p Γ
n , i

S i −1
T Γ
n ,i=K ΓΓ

i −K ΓiK ii
−1K iΓ 

−1
T Γ

n , i=p Γ
n , i the sum

of the opposite (3.2-13) If one recapitulates, this algorithm of Neumann-Neumann can be seen like a solver of 
interface

M NN
−1=∑

i=1

P

S i 
−1

    on

two levels  based  on a  PCG (cf  figure  3.2-3):  Figure  3.2-3.  _Illustration  of  the  method  of  iterative Schur 
primal26Illustration inspired of a paper
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of D.J.Rixen [Rix02]. A each iteration of the PCG, one will solve formula26 

• displacement  are  prescribed  with  the  interfaces  P  with  which  one  will  make  correspond, 

subdomain by subdomain u Γ
n , i

 , of the fields of force edge. Then one average these contributions 

24    kcN   the number  k  of unknowns of interface  c  . computation of the iterative solver must thus be 
transcended and S convergence N  must take place in much less

25  thus two  problems of  Neumann to  be solved.  seem to  leave  the  batch.  Its  principle  is  deduced  from 
preceding mechanical interpretation. Of (3.2

26  problems independent of Dirichlet: fields of edge
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interfaces by interface. For example in the simplest case of an interface T Γ
n ,i :=S i uΓ

n ,i
−b i shared 

between the two subdomains and that can be written. Then, problems independent of Neumann 

are  reversed:  the  field  of  tension  realised  i  j  is  imposed  on  ΔT Γ
n :=T Γ

n ,iT Γ
n , j  /2 the 

interface
• P  and  each subdomain evaluates  the  corresponding correction  of the  field  of  displacement 

ΔT Γ
n

 . Then one average with the interface these corrections, for example, in order to update the 

field  of  edge  ΔuΓ
n , i := S i 

−1
ΔT Γ

n displacement:  .  And,  so  on  repeatedly  until  convergence 

ΔuΓ
n := ΔuΓn , iΔuΓ

n , j  /2 : balance fields of displacement and cancellation u Γ
n1
=u Γ

n
ΔuΓ

n

of  the  jump  of  force  edge.  In  the  presence  of  under  structures  flottantes27  `Floating  substructure',  i.e. 
substructure geometrically unstable of which all the modes of potential27 into account an additional stress related 
to their rigid modes. This stress is treated by a technique of Krylov-increased by adding a projector in the update 
of the field of edge displacement. It is the famous coarse problem so much required which makes it possible to 

make communicate overall information u Γ
n
=uΓ

n
PΔuΓ

n
from one end to another of structure. One will detail 

these ingredients for FETI with the §4 and one will see that the philosophy of this family of algorithm
is exactly dual of this one, while seeking to balance the fields of tension to cancel the jumps of displacement to 
the interface. The greatest part of computations which this process implies can of course be realized in parallel, 
subdomain

by  subdomain.  That  led  to  a  high  level  of  parallelism  but  reduced  singularly  the  flood  of  information  to 
contiguous structures. As one already mentioned, this kind of diagram suffers from an absence of exchange 
between all  the  subdomains.  To cure it,  of  the alternatives  with  balancing (BDD for  “Balanced  Neumann-
Neumann”) or enriched by
a coarse space came out. They compete with sometimes the methods of the type FETI which they include it 
structurally. In both cases, the conditioning of the problem does not improve largely compared to the estimate 
(3.2-6)  and  becomes  (3.2-14)  It  is  not  any  more  but  logarithmiquement  dependant  amongst  meshes  by 
subdomains, which confers

η M NNEG
−1 S =ϑ 1log  Hh  

2

 on these

methods  DD  qualities  of  numerical  scalability  and  optimality.  Note:  When an  induced  floating  subdomain 
division, which is often the case in practice, this

preconditioner
• of Neumann-Neumann takes the shape (3.2-15) where is a reverse generalized of the complement  

of local Schur. It is associated with an ad hoc projector

M NN
−1 flottant

=∑
i=1

P

S i  and its

explicit  S i+  computation is not necessary  ième  . Its good quality is less crucial than for FETI-1, 
because it intervenes here only in the phase of preconditionning. Method FETI: principle and algorithm 
general Description In all the methods DD which we introduced 

27  were not blocked., the local complements of Schur of the subdomains concerned are not invertible any more 
and it is then necessary to take
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4  until now, the primal

4.1  variables are displacements

. In particular, in the methods of Schur of the preceding chapter, one seeks to balance the fields of displacement 
to  cancel  the  jump of  inter-forces  to  the  interface.  The  dual  methods  of  Schur  introduced  by  C.Farhat  & 
F.X.Roux [FR91], methods of the type FETI for “Finite Element   Tearing and Interconnecting” 28Son name 
returns memory to works of G.Kron (A set of principles to interconnect the solutions of physical systems. J28 a 
smaller problem of interface and
conditioned better, but they balance this time the field of tension to cancel the jump of displacement to the 
interface. Intervene also natively (i.e. without same looking at the aspects preconditioners) additional numerical 
ingredients:  variables  of  Lagranges,  rigid  modes,  projector  and  coarse  problem.  But  before  detailing  the 
principle of it and remembering the groundwork introduced for Neumann-Neumann (cf §3.2), one can already 
brush with large features operation of it. The initial version of FETI29Appelée also FETI level  one (“one-level 
FETI”) or simply FETI-1. with preconditioner of Dirichlet can be29 figure 4.1-1): A each iteration of the PCG, are 
solved problems independent of Neumann: on the basis of an initial estimate D

• “inter-forces checking a certain stress P  D” admissibility one makes him correspond a jump 

of  edge  displacement  of  the  type.  λn  These  components  are  calculated  subdomain  by 
subdomain.  Then,  one  average  these  jumps  interfaces  by  interface.  For  example 

r Γ
n=PT d− K i

−1K j
−1 λn in  the  simple  case  of  an  interface  shared  between the  two 

subdomains and, that can be written. The interface of is seen then imposed edge displacement 

and the interface of i  . Then j the stage of preconditionning ΔuΓ
n= rΓn ,ir Γn , j  / 2 requires 

i  the  inversion  of  problems  independent  of  ΔuΓ
n , i
=ΔuΓ

n
 Dirichlet:  on  the  basis  of  j  

ΔuΓ
n , j
=−ΔuΓ

n displacement

• edge  precedents,  each  subdomain  determines  P  the  corresponding  local  inter-forces. 

There is not any more but them to realize, interface  ΔuΓ
n , i by interface, for example while 

forcing to correct the field of Lagrange  ΔT Γ
n ,i
=S i ΔuΓ

n , i
modelling the tractive efforts to the 

interface. And so on, repeatedly Δλn=ΔT Γ
n , i−ΔT Γ

n , j  /2  , until convergence: balance field 

of tension and cancellation of the jump of λn1
=λnPΔλn edge

displacement. In the presence of under floating structures, the local stiffness matrixes are not invertible any 
more and it is then necessary to take into account an additional stress related to their rigid modes. This stress of  
admissibility is treated by a technique of Krylov-increased by adding a projector in the computation of the jump 
of edge displacement and its update. It is the famous problem grossier30Problème of small P  positioned on all 
the interface. who is very required by all methods DD30 “an end with L” different of structure. With FETI-1, it is 
solved twice by iteration. It thus propagates the error overall with all the field, accelerating the convergence of 
the processus31Convergence noted empirically in C.Farhat and al (Optimal convergence properties of the FETI 
domain decomposition31 underlying this coarse problem which distinguishes FETI from other using methods DD 
of  the Lagrange multipliers.  Figure 4.1-1.  _Illustration of  method FETI-132Illustration inspired of  a paper of 
D.J.Rixen [Rix02]. As one already observed
  

28  Appl. Phys., 24 (1953), pp965-980) on the methods of “tearing” (tearing) for the models of electrical circuit. 
The principle consists in well here also “tearing” a field in subdomains, then “to inter-connect them” via the 
inter-forces with the interfaces. (1991), make the reverse exactly. In fact also iterative methods reduce the 
initial problem in

29  seen like a solver of interface on two levels based on a PCG (cf
30  it makes it possible to make communicate overall information D
31  method. Meth computer. Appl. Mech. And Engrg., 115-3/4 (1994), pp367-388) and proven mathematically  

by  J.Mandel  et  al.  (There  the  convergence  of  is  substructuring  method  with Lagrange  multipliers. 
Numerische Mathematik (1994)). Its good resolution is crucial for the course of the process. It is besides the 
processing of the rigid modes
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the task sequencing is “32 

with preconditionning of Neumann-Neumann (cf §3.2). It will be seen thereafter that this parallel between two 
methods DD is not fortuitous. This method DD displays an intrinsic numerical scalability independent of any 
preconditioner and she gives opportunities
of reduction of model while adapting, locally and dynamically, the polynomial discretization of the multipliers on 
the  interface.  This  separate  discretization  can  also  be  deployed  to  combine  subdomains  with  a  grid  by 
incompatible elements
or not in conformity. In a general way, the introduction of an interface treated into dual confers on this kind of 
method the flexibility of a toolkit of pairing of distributed computations (DD multiniveau, structural, multiéchelle, 
multiphysic  modification…).  Mechanical  problem  Problem  of  point  saddles  In  structural  mechanics,  the 
resolution of the system linéaire33Pour to simplify

4.2  the writings one

4.2.1  will remain in the frame of
systems SPD. It is that which one most frequently meets33 Ku= f  (4.2-2) Where represent, respectively, 

 P1  u=Argmin
v∈H  

J  v  the variational form

and the usual scalar products: is the open one of modelling

J  v  :=
1
2
a  v , v − v , f − v ,h Γ 2

a  . , .  ,  . ,.  et . , . Γ 2
 the structure34 in 2D and 3 in 3D., its part of border with imposed displacement and 

L2   et L2  Γ 2  that of   the imposed forces ℜ
α  . Being given loadings34 1  surface, one thus seeks 

the field of displacement 2  minimizing on the functional Γ 1∪Γ 2=∂ space of the kinematically admissible 

fields f  (4.2 h - 3) One dissociates the initial field in subdomains u  and J  one introduces the restrictions of 
the preceding functional calculuses on each

32  ” of that of an iterative method of Schur primal
33  in Code_Aster and it is also that for which FETI-1 was developed. Since its genesis, the perimeter of this 

method was extended to the majority of the configurations: asymmetric, indefinite, complexes… rises by way 
of a problem of minimization (4.2-1) of a positive quadratic form representing energy from the field

34  =2  voluminal and
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H   :={v :ℜα /v∈H 1   
α

et v∣Γ 1
=0} subdomain

. When partitioning P  reveals multiple points, two descriptions of the interface are possible: the interface purely 
geometrical,  known as primal,  and dual taking into account certain connectivities between the subdomains. 
Several strategies are associated with this dual description of connectivities related to the multiple points: the 
redundant one which takes into account all the possible couples, theredundant one which takes any only for one 
point  of  multiplicity  and  the  orthogonal  one.  They were  the  object  of  many papers  and underlie  as  many 
alternatives m−  of FETI, but none seems m  to be detached from the others in term of performances. In the 
continuation of the document we will  refer to the redundant dual interface of initial algorithm FETI. It  is the 
alternative for time retained in Code_Aster. Figure 4.2-1. _Definition of the primal interface (geometrical) and 
dual (by connectivity). It is shown whereas the problem

  
is equivalent to the problem which is interested in - uplet minimizing (4.2-4) with (4.2-5)

and adding to him the stress of  P1  continuity of the field of displacement P2  to the interface P (4.2-6) 

u :={ui }i=1

P
 These under

 P2  u i=Arg min
vi∈H i  

J i  v i   i=1P  problems

of

J i v i  :=
1
2
a i vi , vi −v i , f i

−v i , h Γ 2
i

H i  :={vi=v∣ i
, v∈H   

α
/vi=0 sur −i}

minimization

under stress are treated by a technique of dualisation with introduction of
u i=u j sur Γ I suitable

P  Lagrange multipliers: representing the field of inter-forces to the interface enters the subdomains. In short, 
that led to a mixed or primal-dual   problem which one seeks a point selle35Il exists as soon as the bilinear 
forms considered are SPD. They inherit in that the properties the not broken up form354.2-7) with (4.2-8) These 

components  check  u :={ui }i=1

P
∈⊗

i
H i    the  classical  relations,  with  λ :={λ i}i=1

T
∈⊗

k , l
H−1/2  Γ k , l   

acceptable fields and, (4.2 u , λ   - 9) the inequality

 P3  J ¿ v1 ,vP , μ1 , μT :=∑
i=1

P

J i v i ∑
i , j=1

P

v i−v j , μk Γ I
of

left

v i−v j , μk Γ I
:=∫

Γ i , j

μk Tr Γ i , j
 v i−v j dΓ ensures

continuity (4.2-6) and that of right, the minimization of the solution adopted ν :={v i }i=1

P
 among μ:= {μ i}i=1

T

J ¿ u1 ,u P , μ1 , μT ≤ J ¿ u1 ,uP , λ1 , λT ≤ J ¿ v1 ,vP , λ1 , λT  all

35  . One then seeks displacements and the multiplying of interconnection which constitute POINT-saddles the 
Lagrangian one (
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the acceptable solutions, i.e. among those checking the condition of continuity. Obviously, with final, only the 
first  part  of  the  arguments  of  POINT-saddles  interests  us.  A  detailed  theoretical  analysis  of  this  mixed 
formulation was led by F.X.Roux in its thesis [Rou89]. Problem discretized the discretization on all the shape 
functions leads then to the matric system (4.2-10) where, 

4.2.2  and are, respectively
, the stiffness matrixes, the required displacement vectors and of forces imposed on

P 4 {K i ui= f i−∑
k=1

k i

Rk
i 
T
λ i=1P 

∑
i=1

P

∑
j=1

k i

R j
i uiRi

j u j =0

the fields

• K i  ui  formulates  f i  . the number of subdomains close to formula and the vector to the 

Lagrange multipliers. The matrixes are signed i

• k i  matrixes of interconnection between i  subdomains   . They make it possible to locate

• a total quantity R j
i  with the subdomain formulates on its interface with formula. The continuity 

equations  ième  j ème  (4.2-10b)  ensure  the  solvency  of  the  system  which,  if  not,  would 

comprise i  more unknowns than D  j

! The matrixes D” interconnection have a structure of the type (4.2-11) where one notes the nombre total of 
degrees of freedom of interface, and, respectively, numbers of interior degrees of freedom

R j
i=[

0kl
1

0kl
3 I kl 0kl

4

0kl
2 ]

↕m1  i , j 

↕mC i , j 

↕m2  i , j 

↔ ↔ ↔
m3  i , j  mC  i , j  m4  i , j 

and interface
• n I   of the subdomain, and, of the identically null

• n i
i  matrixes  n Γ

i of  sizes,  respectively,  and,  and,  of  the identically  null  matrixes of  sizes, 

respectively i

• 0kl
1

 0kl
2

,  and,  Ikl  a  matrix  square  identity  signed  of  size  (  niinΓi ×m1 i , j   in 

niinΓi ×m2  i , j 

• 3
kl0  Code_Aster 4

kl0 one took convention, if not). With the relations (4.2 m3  i , j ×mC  i , j   

- 12 m4  i , j ×mC  i , j  )

• Note : In the typical case of two subdomains mC  i , j   . For contingencies memories, these 

I kl=δ kl si ji matrixes I kl=−δ kl of
interconnection

n I=m1  i , j mC  i , j m2  i , j 

n i
i
nΓ

i
=m3  i , j  mC i , j m4  i , j 

are not built
• explicitly. They should be rather regarded as

m1  i , j =m2  i , j =m4 i , j =0 et mC i , j =n Γ
l
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a comfortable formalization of a process of extraction than like a genuine product matrix-vector.  
Pseudo-inverse36Appelé also opposite generalized. There exist several processes to determine it  
(SVD, - method…) but its 

 
4.2.3  single definition36

floating subdomains) and (4.2-10a) rewrites itself: (4.2-13) Unfortunately, in most industrial cases, the automatic 
cutting led to floating subdomains. Their local

u i=K i 
−1{ f i−∑

k=1

k i

Rk
i 
T
λ}  i=1P 

stiffness matrixes are then singular and a technique of particular inversion must be installation: the pseudo-
opposite construction. If the initial system is consistent, these pseudo-opposite (we will see how to calculate 
them indeed thereafter) are written (4.2-14) with the number of floating subdomains, the matrix of the modes of 
rigid bodies of the ième subdomain, a vector of amplitude

u i=K i 
{ f i−∑

k=1

ki

Rk
i 
T
λ}−B iαi  i=1Q  of these

modes
• QP  . Ideally, i.e. in

• Bi  the cases niinΓi ×n r
i  n r

i
 not presenting parasitic rigid modes (

• i  i.e generated by internal mechanisms
with substructures, degrees of freedom not fed in stiffness, kinematical modes due to under-integration…), the 
related substructures 3D floating comprise to rigid the modes maximum. In 2D-PLAN and 2D-AXI, this figure 

falls respectively, with and. The columns of thus constitute one of the possible bases n r
i
=6  of. Note:  This 

kind of pseudo - opposite does not have to be calculated explicitly  n r
i
=3  n r

i
=1 . FETI being Bi  a 

method of substructuring based on one ker K i GC

, one has “
• uste” need to know the action of pseudo-opposite on a vector, with a cost computation are equivalent  

to.  The  replacement  of  the  equation (4.2-13)  by  (4.2-14)  introduced  a  new number  of  unknowns 

making K i 

u  the problem undetermined. However ( ) uK 1−

i  

, since the stiffness matrix is symmetric and real, the singular equation (4.2-15) α := {αi }i=1

Q
 admits at least a 

solution  P4  if and only if (alternative of Fredholm) (4.2-16) what is written, since generates (4.2-17) From 
where

K iu i= f i−∑
k=1

ki

Rk
i 
T
λ  i=1P  a set

of new equations allowing to find the new unknowns

f i−∑
k=1

k i

Rk
i 
T
λ∈Im K i =ker K i

*
ortho
=ker K i 

ortho . That means

that the second member Bi  of (4.2-15 ker K i

36 is to check the four conditions of Moore-Penrose. For, it is the matrix checking Q : Formally, but this matrix 

explicitly is not constituted because it is too expensive to set up K i  . In X  the simplest

K iXK i=K i K i X 
T
=K i X

XK i X=X XK i 
T
=XK i

case (not very ( ) ( )( ) ( )Tii
T

ii KKKK
1

:
−+ = frequent in practice), the stiffness matrixes are invertible (i.e they do 

not correspond to
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B i 
T  f i−∑

k=1

k i

Rk
i 
T
λ=0 i=1P  ) should not

comprise of component in the core of the stiffness matrix. Note: i The relation (4.2-17) translated the fact that 

the modes of rigid bodies do not produce internal energy because ième  (4.2-18) Problem D

“interfaces
•FETI Problem of Stokes In substituent (4.2-14) in the stress of compatibility (4.2-10b) and in taking 
into account

B i 
T  f i−∑

k=1

k i

Rk
i 
T
λ= Bi 

T
K i u i

4.3  (4.2-17), becomes the problem

4.3.1  D” interfaces
FETI which thus carries out a condensation of the problem of connection on the Lagrange multipliers: (4.3 
P4  - 1) with the matrix square FETI of interface37Appelée sometimes operator of compliance of interface 

(“interface flexibility operator

P5  [ F I G I

G I 
¿

0 ][ λα ]=[de ]↕↕ n I

Qnr
i ”). 

(of size

• nor)  while  noting,  the  matrix37 the  second  members  F I :=∑
i=1

P

Ri K i 

Ri 

T
 and, 

Ri :=∑
k=1

k i

Rk
i the matrix

• of the problem G I := [R1B1  RQ BQ ]  of interface FETI is called matrix of Lagrange, is 

noted  I

• , one knowingly symmetrized λ :=[ λ1  λn I ]
T

 it α :=[ α1
T
 αQ 

T ]
T

• besides in order to d :=∑
i=1

P

Ri K i 

f i  e :=[  f 1T

B1   f QT BQ  ]
T

• K i 

={K i 

−1
si i non flottant

sinon une pseudo-inverse
 

make of  it  the resolution simpler.  For  dealing with  problems of  big sizes  L in  parallel,  it  is  obviously  not 
desirable to assemble it explicitly,  from where GC resorts it to one. Thus, as in the algorithm of Neumann-
Neumann, once the matrixes obtained, the products matrixes vectors bold, with a vector of interface of size, will 

be able to be carried out by distributed K i 


 and parallel descent-increase. Note:  F I v The size  v  of the 

problems and is similar, n I the second comprising right additional equations. is a problem of Stokes, 

as in CFD

• , where the role of the velocity P4  and P5  that of the pressure plays. When Q r :=∑
i=1

Q

nr
i  

the decomposition of the initial problem 

37  stores the trace of the modes of rigid bodies on the interface, the vectors solutions and, 
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• P5  does not comprise points of crossing,   i.e the nodes of interface   belong only to 
• two subdomains, the operator of FETI is SPD and is thus regular. This typical case is rare: for  

example, a cut slender structure of slices orthogonally with its principal axis P5  . In practice, all  
the  partitionneurs  produce this  kind  of  points  which  have  as  a  characteristic  to  fix 
redundant continuity equations. A possible strategy would consist in developing the heuristic ones 
ad hoc to sort them automatically,  but that appreciably complicates the establishment and the  
maintenance of the algorithm. In fact, it is easier to include all the stresses (even the redundant 
ones) and to admit that, although that is to say singular, the problem 
is consistent and admits at least a solution: any linear combination of and satisfying the equilibrium  
L  is  appropriate  to  us,  they  are  only  P5  intermediaries  to  reach  them  via  (4.2-13/14).  

Moreover, as long as remains   positive   , GC is supposed to function. It is in any event the 

only possible recourse because a direct ui  solver stumbles on a singular system L  . However, 
although that is to say symmetric, this matrix is that indefinite and one cannot thus apply to him 
such as it is a conjugate gradient. Mixed 

linear problem One L  thus reformulates the problem of interface as the problem of minimization of a quadratic 
functional calculus under

4.3.2  linear stresses
(4.3-2) This equivalence between a problem P5  of the type POINT-saddles P6  , a matric system and this 
minimization describes in fact a class of

P6 {min λΦ  λ =
1
2
λT F I λ− λT G I αd 

sous la contrainte G I 
T λ=e

mixed

linear problems very widespread (mechanics of the fluids  P3 in Code_Saturne, method  P5  of unilateral 
contact in Code_Aster…). It is solved numerically by a method of the Uzawa type or Augmented Lagrangian via 
an  orthogonal  projector  on  the  space of  working stresses.  The  matrix  of  FETI,  being  positive  and  semi-
définie38En presence of junction points ([FR94] Th5.3) if not it is SPD., one can solve

this problem with F I  a Conjugate gradient (GCP) Project38”. This algorithm is similar to a PCG standard whose 
preconditionning is enriched by an operator of additional projection which ensures the satisfaction of the stress 
(4.3-2b). This iterative process begin with the choice from a value with which satisfies the aforementioned stress 
(4.3-3) Note: is a regular matrix, 
of size, as soon as the initial field is not floating…   what, in static, is least

λ=λ0 :=G I  G I 
T
G I 

−1
e

things! 
• G I  Thus becomes an invertible square matrix n I×Q r  of order. Into sequential, the storage of  

this square matrix and can become problematic on G I 
TG I  machines having little memory and 

with Qr

• a  high  partitioning.  Also  establishment  FETI  of  Code_Aster  G I  proposes  a  key  word 
(STOCKAGE_GI) to decide if they are calculated and stored once for all, recomputed with each 
iteration or if this decision depends on the proportions of the data and in particular of the  
obstruction memory  of  these objects  compared to  the  largest  JEVEUX objects  contiguous in  
memory. In all the cases is calculated and stored only once and of course, in the case of problems  

with multiple second members, these operations are carried out  G I 
T
G I 

−1
 only with the first  

time step: the matrix and the interface not changing, it is the same of the restrictions of the rigid 
modes. And, to make sure that this stress remains checked during the process, one will remove 
reiterated components which do not satisfy it 

38 the Anglo-Saxon terminology of “substructure based CPG algorithm
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.  For  this  making,  one  will  update,  iteration  after  iteration,  while  associating  with  the  initial  value  n  ,  a 
component checking the homogeneous stress (4.3-4) This “homogeneous” component is filtered by projecting 

n  it on via (4.3-5) A each iteration N, P λn  by taking the notations of the algorithm

λn:=λ0
P λn

avec G I 
T P λn=0

(4.4-1) of the following paragraph (4.3-6) Note: This approach is G I 
T  

P:=I−G I G I 
T
G I 

−1

G I 
T

ainsi G I 
T
P=0

to be brought closer

to the techniques to Krylov-increased [Saa03] which are largely used to associate stresses

G I 
T λn :=G I 

T  λn1−λn =α n G I 
T
pΓ
n=αn G I 

T
Pr Γ

n=αn PG I 
T
r Γ
n=0

during
• resolutions of  linear  systems.  One generally  chooses to  implement  them by a projector.  This 

projection  requires  only  the  factorization  of  the  symmetric  square  matrix.  It  intervenes  in 
resolutions of the type which model

• in fact a coarse problem of size. The operator of projection is symmetric G I 
TG I  . This property 

will be put at profit  [ G I 
T
G I ] x= y  for the double projection of the GCPPC. Problem project 

Q r <<nI << N  the mixed 

• problem becomes then P  equivalent to the problem project in (4.3-7) One can solve this new via 
a GCP because 

4.3.3  its operator is
symmetric semi-definite P6  positive. Note: In fact, a whole family λ

P7  PT F I P  λ=PT d−F I λ
0 of projectors

is licit, each one being related to a particular decomposition of, with a matrix

SPD, (4.3 -
• 8)  Since  and  are,  respectively,  homogeneous  with  inter-forces  with  the  interface  and  with  a  

displacement, it Inℜ  follows Q  that the being with

P Q :=I−QG I  G I 
T
QGI 

−1

G I 
T

a stress field must    G I  . To simplify the algorithmic one, one very often chooses: . It is the  

solution  adopted  in  Code_Aster  Q  .  When  the  structure  is  “slightly”  heterogeneous  one  
recommends rather (preconditioner  Q= I lumped or super-lumped cf §4.5) even in the event of  

heterogeneities  stronger  (preconditioner  of  Dirichlet).  Algorithm  Q=M L
−1
ou M SL

−1
 simplified 

Conjugate gradient project By recapitulating the elements of the preceding paragraphs Q=M D
−1  

, the algorithm of simplified FETI-1

4.4  is thus written around

4.4.1  a GCP of the problem
of interface: Algorithm 4.4-1. _FETI-1 simplified. Note: In Code_Aster the stopping criteria are controlled by 
parameter RESI_RELA of the key word solver
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Initialisation λ0
donné 4.3-3  , rΓ

0
=F I λ

0
−d , g Γ

0
=PrΓ

0 , p Γ
0
=g Γ

0

Boucle en n

1  zΓ
n
=F I pΓ

n

2 αn=
〈 g Γ

n , g Γ
n 〉

〈 zΓ
n , p Γ

n 〉

3  λn1
=λnα n p Γ

n
nouvel itéré 

4  rΓ
n1=r Γ

n−αn zΓ
n

nouveau résidu 

5  g Γ
n1=Pr Γ

n1

6  Test d'arrêt via∥g Γ
n1∥ε∥g Γ

0 ∥

7  βn1=
〈g Γ

n1 , g Γ
n1 〉

〈g Γ
n , g Γ

n 〉

8  p Γ
n1
=g Γ

n1
βn1 pΓ

n
nouvelle direction de descente 

 

 
. This test of stop is also carried out

in
•the phase of initialization almost zero not to begin a sequence with a second member . One tests in 
particular  if.  This  case  can  be  frequent  during  the  problem  with  multiple  second  members  

(thermomechanical, mechanical linear without recalculation ∥g Γ
0
∥ε∥ f i∥ et ∥ f i∥prec_machine of

the tangent matrix…) when one uses the techniques of accelerations of FETI. The second corrected  
dual  member  then  taking  account  of  the  spectral  information  already  contained  in  the  preceding  
solutions. The maximun number of iterations of the algorithm is limited by the value indicated in key  
word NMAX_ITER. A precalculated value
is  provided by default.  At  the end of  a certain nombre of  iterations,  the update of  the residue of 
interface by the relation of recurrence (4) is not relevant any more 
because of the rounding errors. It diverges compared to its actual value and is likely to distort  the  
behavior  of  the  algorithm.  It  should  then  be  explicitly  recomputed  via  the  formula.  Key  word  
REAC_RESI makes it possible to fix this frequency of reactualization: typically a reactualization all 10  

or 20 iterations  r Γ
n1
=F I λ

n1
−d  . To mitigate  the same problems, one can stop the algorithm 

and start again it on the basis of the last value of the vector of Lagrange. 
•The release of  this procedure being controlled by a stagnation or oscillations of the reduction of  the 
stopping criteria. This kind of controllable criterion was not established for time in Code_Aster. As long as  
there is no ambivalence, one simplifies the notations while noting henceforth instead of the homogeneous  
part of the vector of Lagrange
•(4.3-4)  which is  the required solution  of  the  problem of  interface (4.3-7).  A convergence  n  ,  it  is  

necessary to think λn  of rebuilding true Lagrange solution by adding its initial component to him checking 
the stress of admissibility. Mechanically, method FETI can be interpreted as follows. Each iteration starts  
with a stage of projection which evaluates the total 

position  of  the  floating  subdomains  by  analyzing  their  modes  of  rigid  bodies.  Then,  the  inter-forces  are 
evaluated with the interface via the product matrix-vector (1) which is written in distributed form (4.4-1) From 
where the need for estimating, with each iteration, for each substructure and possibly jointly, the product via

F IpΓ
n :=∑

i=1

P

R i K i 

Ri 

T
pΓ
n


pΓ
n , i

the problem

of usual Neumann (4.4-2) where the inter-forces n of interface are provided i  , restriction of the vector on the 

degrees of freedom K i 

 Ri 

T
pΓ
n  of interface of the substructure
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[ K ii K iΓ

K Γi K ΓΓ
i ]{p i

n , i

pΓ
n , i }={ 0

p Γ
n , i} , 

to deduce the jump from it from local displacement to this interface p Γ
n , i

. Their summation makes it possible 

p Γ
n  to  evaluate  the  required  product  (4.4  ième  -  3)  If  this  jump of  displacement  to  the interface  is  null 

convergence is reached, if not, one updates the vector of inter-forces at L

F I pΓ
n :=∑

i=1

P

Ri [ p i
n , i

pΓ
n , i ]=∑i=1

P

p Γ
n , i

“interfaces

before reiterating the process. Note: Contrary to the primal method of Schur (without preconditioner with coarse 

space), FETI propagates p Γ
n1

 L” error overall with each

iteration
•of the GCP. Resorts to projection can be seen like an elegant layer to prevent a subdomain floating to  
determine its  modes of  rigid  bodies independently  of  the contributions of  the other  subdomains.  The  
propagation of the error is completed via coarse small problems represented by which intervene in the  
phase of projection (5). Thus
•,  when  the  number  of  subdomains  increases  (with  size  of  built-in  mesh),  the  level  of  propagation 

G I 
TG I  of  information  inter-fields  makes  in  the  same  way,  which  lets  well  predict  the  numerical  

scalability of the method. Stopping criteria the stopping criteria of the method rest on the observation, that  
with each iteration, the fields of local displacements 

4.4.2  and the Lagrange multipliers
check the relation (4.4-4) from where (4.4-5) In other term, the jump of displacement through the interface is 
equal to the residue project of the GCP. By supervising

u i
n=K i 

{ f i−∑
k=1

k i

Rk
i 
T
λn}Biαi

n this residue

one

∑
i=1

P

Ri ui
n=P d−F I 

n
g Γ
n

can thus

stop the algorithm on a mechanical criterion. Philosophy of the solution division the division (4.2-14) solutions of 
each subdomain is dictated by the presence of modes of rigid bodies

4.4.3  in floating substructures
. Its first component (4.4-6) takes into account the NON-rigid part which can be treated without encumbers by 
the GCP, while the second (very low frequency) gathers

K i 
{ f i−∑

k=1

k i

Rk
i 
T
λ}

the aforementioned modes of rigid bodies in which the methods of Krylov have difficulty. For this reason Bi αi
n  

a projector is set up, to eliminate these “disorder festivals directly”. If one summarizes, the general
philosophy  which  governs  this  decomposition  is  thus:  the  solution  by  subdomain  comprises  two  types  of 
components, “nice” and the other “annoying”. One will thus build an operator of ad hoc projection to get rid, as 
much as doing it can, of the second category. Duality with the primal method of Schur One shows that the 
operator FETI can reformulate himself as follows (4.4-7) where is the reverse generalized

4.4.4  of the component of the complement of Schur
. What illustrates the primal duality between FETI clearly and the
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F I :=∑
i=1

P

Ri K i 

Ri 

T
=∑

i=1

P

Ri [ 0ii 0iΓ

0Γi S i 
 ] Ri 

T

methods  of  S i 


 Schur.  Note:  Without  junction  point  ième  ,  one  finds  even  the  Neumann-Neumann 

preconditionning of the primal methods (cf §3.2) generalized to

the floating
• subdomains (4.4-8) Convergence One saw that FETI-1 could be interpreted like one GC on the 

operator project. There is then result convergence

F I=∑
i=1

P

S i 

=M NN

−1 flottant
according to

4.4.5 (with
the matric norm associated with, called also norm in energy within the space of PT F I P Lagrange multipliers) 

(4.4-9) It is shown that in ∥∥F I
 certain cases and in particular F I for elastic problems, the conditioning of FETI 

is governed by (4.4-10

∥λn−λ∥F I
≤2 η P

T F I P −1

η PT F I P 1 
n

∥λ0
−λ∥F

I
) This

method  DD  is  thus  numerically  scalable  because  its  theoretical  conditioning  falls  with  the  number  of 
subdomains. On the other hand

η PT F I P = ϑ Hh  , it

is not optimal. If the mesh locally is refined, conditioning is not deteriorated except if one increases the number 
of subdomains in parallel. This very encouraging property for treating computations massively parallel is not 
present of iterative method of Schur primal
nonpreconditioned (cf  (3.2.6)).  In  general,  the conditioning of  other  nonpreconditioned methods DD 
increases with the number of subdomains. It is necessary to associate sophisticated preconditioners, type 
“Neumann-Neumann with  coarse  space”,  “balancing”  or  “wire-basketball  to  them”,  to  find  such  a  property. 
Modes of rigid bodies and pseudo-opposite It was seen that the point of organ of FETI is the construction of the 
pseudo-opposite of floating substructures

4.4.6  and the modes of associated rigid bodies
. On their good determination the validity depends on the process, since they return at the same time in the 
construction of operator FETI and that of the projector. From a mathematical point of view, various techniques of 
resolution of singular systems exist (decomposition SVD, - method, equations

normal…). The dynamician of structures developed particular techniques in parallel (cf automatic control  Q , 
explicit  or  approached definition…) to  free itself  from this  difficulty.  The modes of  rigid  bodies are  indeed 
invaluable for him to carry out the floating structure modal analysis (planes, ships…) or under very particular 
conditions of tests (suspensions). One can thus determine the intrinsic modal characteristics of these structures 
nondisturbed by the modelization of delicate limiting conditions. They are also useful for certain methods of 
modal synthesis (Mac Neal/Craig-Bampton [R 4.06.02/03])  or of modal analysis  (Lanczos with pretreatment 
“modes of rigid bodies” [R5.01.01] §5.5.4). One will be interested here only in one method of automatic control 
which does not require any extra information on behalf of 

the user but who, a contrario, is blind with the mechanical characteristics of problem: real number of modes of 
rigid bodies, connections particular, Dirichlet  generalized on these modes… It cannot trust that with the final 
digital model which amalgamates many imperfections: modes of rigid bodies, degrees of freedom not fed in 
stiffness, parasitic kinematical modes, internal rigid modes with a mechanism, heterogeneity of the material 
coefficients and/or sizes of meshes etc Let us suppose first of all that one could renumber the stiffness matrix of 
the subdomain in the form (4.4-11) where the index means “
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principal”, i.e. sufficient so that the mechanical system is isostatic ième  , and “redundant”, 

K i :=[K pp
i K pr

i

K rp
i K rr

i ] terms

generated by p  the modes of rigid bodies. These famous modes that one searches and which return singular. 
By this subterfuge r  of renumbering thus appears a regular submatrix of order and a block of size, the number 

of  K i  modes of  required rigid bodies. A good candidate for all  the modes of  K pp
i

 rigid  bodies is (4.4 - 

n i
i
nΓ

i
−nr

i  12) because it checks K rr
i  nr

i the relation (4.4-13) They are thus solution of the linear

systems (4.4-14) where one notes (resp. bold) the matrix

Bi :=[u p
1  u p

nr
i

ur
1
 ur

nr
i ]=[−K pp

i 
−1
K pr

i

I rr ] null

of size (resp. ), the matrix
K i Bi=0 identity

of order and for nr
i

 the column of the matrix

[K pp
i 0 pr

0rp I rr ]{
u p
j

ur
j }=[−K pr

i

I rr ] j  j=1nr
i  . All

the  problem  is  0 pr  thus  to  find  0rp the  renumbering  adequate  niinΓi −nri ×nri  making  it  possible 

nr
i×n iinΓi −nri   I rr  to formulate these linear systems nr

i
 [ ] j  which it j ème  will be enough thereafter

to reverse. Fortunately, the methods of factorization of the Gauss type allow, while referring to the absolute 
value of the pivots, to select and sort the redundant components which interest us. One thus automatically will  
detect the columns corresponding to very small pivots, to cancel the lines and the (to constitute the block)
corresponding columns (resp. ),  to fix at the unit  the value of these pivots (resp. ),  to constitute a second 
member vector, initialized 0rp with zero, which one will fix at the unit 0 pr the components associated with the 

pivots and where one will recopy I rr the opposite of the columns previously omitted (resp. ). Factorized matrix 

(4.4-14) is also used to determine theopposite one, because it is shown that she is written (4.4-15) thus −K pr
i

checking

the relations of Moore-Penrose (4.4-16) In the algorithm of FETI, one is interested K i in fact right in his action 
on

K i 

:=[ K pp

i 
−1

0 pr

0rp 0rr
] an unspecified

vector (4.4-17) which one will obtain by

K i K i 

K i=K i K i K i 

 
T
=K i K i 



K i 

K i K i 


=K i 

  K i 

K i 

T
=K i 


K i

multiplying

the  factorized  resulting  one  from  the  preceding  process  by  the  components  of  this  vector.  Particular 

v i :={v p
i vr

i }
T

K i 
{v p

i

vr
i }:={K pp

i 
−1
v p
i

0rr
} multiplication
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which will take care to omit DDLs correspondings with the pivots (). Note: Into arithmetic finished a reality is 
seldom identically null, it is thus necessary to determine a threshold relative, and nonabsolute, in on this side

I rr×vr
i  which

the absolute value
•of the pivot will be regarded as null. This choice is crucial besides for the good unfolding of FETI because  
it makes it possible to distinguish the modes well from rigid bodies of the other potential sources of null  
pivots. Among all the possible choices one often retains the test on the ratio of the diagonal terms (cf  
Handbook PERMAS,  MSC Nastran)  (4.4-18)  where  represents  the  diagonal  matrix  of  factorized,  the 
parameter user of stop (typically 10-6) and prec_machine

Di kk
K i kk

≤C prec_machine the machine accuracy

Di  . In Code_Aster, one uses this criterion LDLT  with K i  C  the parameter fixed by the user via 
the parameter  of  the key word solver . By default it is  indicated to 8. One thus tracks the losses of  
more than half  C=10−n  of the decimals in the orders of magnitude NPREC=n  of a diagonal 
term. Let us notice, to finish, that this approach to compute: the associated modes of rigid bodies and  
the pseudo-opposite does not imply large overcosts

and that a collaboration is in hand with the team of development of the solver MUMPS to refine this search (via 
the ANR SOLSTICE [Boi7c]). Spectral analysis and reorthogonalisation During a computation, one is initially 
interested by the main tendencies of the solution related to the intrinsic properties

4.4.7  of the continuous problem
, in opposition to its details, which them fluctuate with the parameters of discretization (smoothness of the mesh, 
time step…). Numerically, the information of the first is contained in the parts close to zero of the spectrum of 
whereas the details are related to its high part. However the iterative solvers of Krylov type flush out the ends of 
the spectrum K  firstly. Primal iterative Schur or one GC on the total problem, thus exhumes during the first 
iterations, the details of the solution. Then its residue plunges with the capture of principal structure of the 
solution. One cannot thus stop the process “in the course of road” and one tends to store all information, in 
particular all the directions of descents if one wants to synthesize it. Whereas into dual, it is exactly the reverse! 

FETI flushes out its high eigenvalues firstly but  pn n  those correspond to 

the low part  of  the spectrum of  the primal  problem.  From where better  spectral  properties and algorithmic 
facilities.  In  particular  for the  procedures  of  reorthogonalisation  and  restarting  of  GC  which  are  easier  to 
implement and less expensive than if one GC applied one to the total problem or if one used primal iterative 
Schur: The vectors directions of descents are dimensioned with the length of the interface instead of the size of 
the total problem, principal

•information is  contained in  the first   pΓn n  vectors.  In  structural  analysis,  the problem of  interface of  the 

components spectral 
•seriated well: a package of eigenvalues of great amplitude

being well separated from smallest. In addition, operator FETI being compact, his spectrum comprises a point of 
accumulation nearly zero (Th. of Riesz-Fredholm) and its  high part is provided than its  F I  low part. Thus 
quickly,  as soon as the high part  of the spectrum is captured,  the effective conditioning of  the problem of 
interface  improves,  from  where  properties  of  superconvergence  of  the  algorithm.  However  into  arithmetic 
finished this good spectral separation leads to a loss of orthogonality of the directions of descent, and one

knows the crucial importance which this property for the methods of the Krylov type is: the convergence of GC is 
some reduced. To cure it, one thus forces during the construction of the new direction of descent (cf algorithm n
°4.4-1,  stage  (8)),  a  phase  of  reorthogonalisation  clarifies  directions  of  descent  between  them.  This  very 
widespread practice in modal analysis (cf [R5.05.01] §5.3.1 and appendix 2) can be declined under various 
alternatives: total
 
,  partial,  selective reorthogonalisation… via  a whole panoply of  procedures of  orthogonalization: GS, GSM, 
IGSM,  Househölder,  Givens… For  the  standard  iterative  solvers  this  technique is  often  too  expensive  in 
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memory and CPU. But for FETI one saw that it remained very accessible because only the first vectors are 
stored and their size is dimensioned with the interface. A each iteration, one does not trust the theoretical 
propagation of the orthogonality of the directions of descent and one imposes it via an algorithm

of the type Gram  k - Schmidt  (GS).  These systematic reorthogonalisations require the storage of  the first 
vectors and their product by the operator of interface. The two last stages of algorithms 4.4-1 are thus rewritten 

N orth  (4.4-19)  As  p Γ
n n=1N orth   the  problem  of  interface  is  modest,  the  overcost  report 

z Γ
n
=F I pΓ

n n=1N orth  is negligible. Just like the overcost computation if one takes care well

p Γ
n1=g Γ

n1−∑
i=0

N orth 〈 g Γ
n1 , F I p Γ

i 〉

〈 pΓ
i ,F I pΓ

i 〉
pΓ
i
nouvelle dd F I−orthogonalisée to choose

a reliable algorithm of reorthogonalisation (orthogonality with the accuracy machine near), robust and effective. 
Note:  In  algorithm  FETI  established  in  Code_Aster,  the  user  has  access  to  various  parameters  of  the 
procedures of reorthogonalisation

• : the type of method (key word TYPE_REORTHO_DD; no the reorthogonalisation, GS, IGS and 
IGSM)  and  the  number  of  stored  first  dd  (NB_REORTHO_DD).  Values  by  default  or 
precalculated according to the other data are proposed. Preconditionning of the problem of 
interface Conjugate gradient project  prepacked As for  the iterative  method of  Schur  
primal, 

4.5  one will be focused only on the cut out

4.5.1  matric preconditioners and SPD, making it possible
to decrease the conditioning of the operator intervening in the GCP of algorithm 4.4-1. Because even if the 
intrinsic conditioning M of operator FETI seems better than that of the complement of Schur, an effective and 
inexpensive  preconditioner  is  always  welcome  to  accelerate  convergence.  Especially  in  the  presence  of 
heterogeneities  and  of  junction  points.  One  will  speak  then  about  conjugate  gradient  project  English 
préconditionné39En  “Preconditioned  Conjugate  Projected  Gradient”  (PCPG).  (GCPPC).  Its  unfolding 
supplemented by the procedure of partial39 : formulate

Algorithm 4.5-1. _FETI-1 version intermediate. One notices the double projection of the stages (5) (8) and the 
reorthogonalisation partial

39  reorthogonalisation recommended previously takes the following shape then
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Initialisation λ0
donné 4.3-3  , rΓ

0
=F I λ

0
−d , g Γ

0
=PrΓ

0 , h Γ
0
=PM−1 g Γ

0

pΓ
0=g Γ

0

Boucle en n

1  zΓ
n=F I pΓ

n

2 αn=
〈 g Γ

n , p Γ
n 〉

〈 zΓ
n , p Γ

n
〉

3  λn1=λnα n p Γ
n

nouvel itéré

4  rΓ
n1=r Γ

n−αn zΓ
n

nouveau résidu 

5  g Γ
n1=Pr Γ

n1
projection 1 

6  Test d'arrêt via ∥g Γ
n1
∥ε∥g Γ

0
∥

7  hΓ
n1=M −1 g Γ

n1
 préconditionnement 

8  h Γ
n1
=P hΓ

n1
projection 2 

9  pΓ
n1=hΓ

n1−∑
i=0

N orth 〈h Γ
n1 , F I pΓ

i 〉

〈 pΓ
i , F I p Γ

i 〉
pΓ
i
 nouvelle dd orthogonalisée

 

the stage (9). In the literature one meets mainly

two types of preconditioners adapted for FETI:  the preconditioner of Dirichlet  and that  known as “lumped”. 
Preconditioner of Dirichlet This preconditioner is based on the mechanical interpretation of FETI which consists, 
to each iteration and

4.5.2  for each subdomain, 
to  prescribe  inter-forces  with  the  interface  and  to  deduce  the  jump from it  from resulting displacement  of 
interface  n  (via the problem of Neumann  i ). Thus one builds the inverse problems by imposing a jump of 
displacement on the interface and by calculating them inter associated forces. The approach being completely 
“dual” of that employed by the preconditionning known as of “Neumann-Neumann” for the iterative method of 
Schur primal, it is not astonishing to lead to a preconditioner of the type (4.5-1) where one recognizes the local 
components of the complement of Schur. Provided with this preconditioner, algorithm FETI not only numerically

M D
−1 :=∑

i=1

P

Ri[ 0 ii 0 iΓ

0 Γi S i ] Ri 
T

becomes

a method DD scalable but also optimal, since its
conditioning answers  asymptotically  the  model  (4.5-2)  the  preconditionning brings  a  real  appreciation  well, 
because this result is much more interesting than that of FETI nonpreconditioned

η M D
−1 = ϑ1log2  Hh  (

4.4-10). If the parallelization of the method is well carried out, this result confers good properties of strong and 
weak scalability to him. This result numerical thus ensures that good progressions of the speed-up and scale-up 
are atteignables (§2.4). However the construction of the complement of Schur can prove to be expensive in 
memory size and time computation what cuts down by as much

the discounted gains of convergence of the GCPPC. For this reason one often prefers a rougher, more low-fat 
preconditioner called “lumped” or lumped to him. Note: This preconditioner of Dirichlet for FETI presents the 
same problems of storage as that of Neumann-Neumann for the primal

• substructuring: even if certain matric blocks essential to the preconditioner are already present in  
operator  FETI,  one is  obliged to  twice store  them and to  factorize  them for  contingencies of  
renumbering. Moreover, it requires an descent-increase on the internal degrees of freedom which  
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doubles  computation  complexity  of  the  GCP.  Preconditioner  lumped  One calls  it  in  this  way  
because, from a mechanical point of view, it corresponds to the supply of tensions of coarse

4.5.3  interfaces (“lumped
”) making it  possible to reproduce edges displacements when only the degrees of freedom of interface are 
authorized to move (“skin” related to a rigid solid mass) (4.5-3) It does not lead to an optimal method DD but it  
does not require any additional storage and does not resort that with simple

M L
−1 :=∑

i=1

P

Ri[ 0 ii 0iΓ
0 Γi K ΓΓ

i ] Ri 
T

operations

easily  parallélisables:  product  matrix-vector,  restriction-extrapolation.  Still  more  low-fat  “superlumped  is  the 
preconditioner” which, not only neglects the influence of the interior points of the subdomain in the behavior of 
the interface, but moreover each degree of freedom of the interface considers as independent (spring related to 
a rigid frame) (4.5-4) Its effectiveness seems however restricted with the weak partitioning (some subdomains) 
of relatively homogeneous problems. Note:

M SL
−1 :=∑

i=1

P

Ri[ 0 ii 0 iΓ

0 Γi diag K ΓΓ
i  ] R i 

T
 It

is the “economic” preconditioner lumped which is for time usable in Code_Aster (key word PRE_COND). Even if

it seems
• that he is truly comparable to Dirichlet only until about twenty subdomains. Beyond that, this last 

is  advised  to  ensure  a  better  compromise  convergence/cost  computation.  Heterogeneity  and  
junction points As for the primal iterative methods, the presence of junction points  deteriorates 
notably 

4.5.4  the effectiveness of preconditioners

FETI.  The phenomenon develops when materials properties or sizes of meshes very different lead to very 
heterogeneous coefficients of stiffness to the degrees of freedom of interface. To mitigate it one enriches the 
preceding preconditioners by matrixes carrying out a setting at the level of their coefficients (“scaling
”) by taking account: multiplicity of the junction points, varied coefficients of stiffness which are confronted with 
it. From where preconditioners “balanced
•” by matrixes of weighting (4.5
•- 5) (4.5-6) with Have the diagonal matrix whose terms are

, that is to say the multiplicity of the degrees of freedom of the interface concerned (

M DS
−1 :=∑

i=1

P

Ai Ri [ 0ii 0iΓ
0Γi S i ] Ri 

T
Ai to take

M LS
−1 :=∑

i=1

P

Ai Ri [ 0ii 0iΓ
0Γi K ΓΓ

i ] Ri 
T
Ai account

of (1 )), that is to say the barycenter of the stiffness to these same degrees of freedom (to take account, at the 
same  time,  of  (1)  and  (2)).  Let  us  note  that  for  certain  combinations  of  heterogeneities  and  cuttings  in 
subdomain  and  for  certain  problems  multiphysic  such  an  approach  appears  insufficient  [Gos03].  Note:  In 
Code_Aster, this enrichment of the preconditioner is for the time based on the geometrical multiplicities of the 
points D

“interfaces
• (key word SCALING).  However,  it  was noticed that  in  certain  cases,  without  qu” one can be  

explained it, it could be against-productive! Complete  algorithm FETI-1 By taking account of  
this phase of weighting and by enriching the algorithm by the reconstruction of the field of total 
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4.5.5  displacement which only

interests the user, one obtains: Algorithm 4.5-2. _FETI-1 complete. We now will approach the great principles 
which guided the sequential and parallel implementation
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 projection 2 

11  p Γ
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Finalisation

=¿ λ0Pλn , rΓ
sol=F I λ

sol−d , α sol= G I 
T
G I 

−1

G I 
T
rΓ
sol

λsol ¿u i
sol via 4.2−14  puis usol

 

 
of the algorithm in the code

. Method FETI: parallelism and complements Parallelization of the method Principle the effectiveness of the DD 
in structural mechanics comes
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5  mainly owing to the fact that it makes it possible

5.1  to propagate parallelism well

5.1.1  upstream
linear solver. From where sometimes used denomination of “mechanical parallelism” per reference to already 
evoked parallelisms data-processing and numerical (cf §2.5/2.6). Many strategies are possible to implement the 
organization of the floods of data and instructions which under - tighten this
parallelism. We will more particularly detail the current establishment of FETI-1 in Code_Aster. But first of all 
some keys on the model of parallelism which was retained for this establishment. Taking into account all  that 
one already wrote on the subject in the preceding paragraphs, it is quite naturally that of the communications via 
MPI which will be essential. Of share its conceptual proximity with the philosophy of the DD. However the user 
must be able to use this algorithm in parallel as into sequential and, in this last case, without being obliged to 
install on his object computer ad hoc library MPI. It is thus necessary to adopt an architecture of computation 
and communication and an organization of the data model which does not disturb those of what exists, while 
allowing  the  cohabitation  as  of  these  various  versions  within  the  same source  code.  To the  launching  of 
computation, each processor will  read the mesh, will  affect a model to meshes retained, will  build the total 
loadings indicated
in the command file, in short to carry out all the necessary total preprocessings by mechanical computation 
(thermal computation…). This sequential part could profit besides, in the long term, of the parallel diagram going 
up of the linear solver.  Then each processor goes partition the mesh in several  subdomains (via operators 
DEFI_PART_FETI/OPS [U4.23.05] indexed like
as many mesh groups GROUP_MA, cf §6.4). At the same time, certain loadings 40Blocage  of Dirichlet 
(DDL_IMPO, FACE_IMPO etc), nodal force (FORCE_NODALE), contact  - friction continuous method . 
associated  with  said  geometrical40 computation,  with  the  meshes  late  ones  (late  LIGREL41 related  to  the 
subdomains  of  which  it  has  the  load.  That  makes  it  possible  to  limit  the  occupations  memories  and  the 
costs computations, empirically to balance them and avoid the redundancies of data and instructions: it is the 
phase of partitioning of the method of Foster (cf §2.2). Then each processor calculates the elementary terms of 
meshes of its perimeter, assembles them in as many local stiffness matrixes
and second local members. Then follow the phases of numerical factorizations symbolic systems/and the joint 
detections of rigid modes  K i  (cf  §4.4) to constitute  f i locally and the. Then at least two approaches are 

possible: “master-slave” and “slave-slave”. In the first, the main processor plays Ki +  a particular Bi
part by centralizing the contributions of the other processors after the distributed processing (produced matrix-
vector (1) and preconditionning (7) (8) (9)) by far greediest in resources. It manages only the minor tasks of 
scheduling of the algorithm (scalar products (2), test of stop (6), daxpy (3) (4)). It is the choice sub-optimal but 
more flexible and simpler to implement which was retained for the establishment of FETI  in Code_Aster. In 
second approach, each processor states that data of interface to processors “close” concerned (those whose 
subdomains
share an interface with the perimeter of the processor given) and itself leads the portions of minor operations 
related to its  perimeter.  After  each one of  them, a total  communication gathers information and builds the 
relevant data; scalar product,  norm… Phases of projection (stages (5) and (10)) and of reorthogonalisation 
(stage (11)) enjoy a particular status because they handle

total quantities common to all the subdomains: all the restrictions of the rigid modes on the interface for one, 
directions of  descents  for  the other.  Certain  authors propose algorithms to solve  them in  parallel,  but  this 
scenario was not retained in Code_Aster. For time, the ad hoc data are co-opted and orchestrated by the main 
processor which only carries out these operations and distributes, if necessary, result. That limits as much gains 
of speed-up envisaged by the model of Amdhal but, a contrario, these operations are inexpensive as long as the 
size of the interface and the number of rigid  modes remain low:  some for hundred  of the size of the total 
problem for one, a few tens of modes for the other . To finish, each processor rebuilds its local solution and its 
projection in the total field solution. Then the main processor “collects

40  entities  tardives41On projects the  associated  loadings or  which will  be  associated  (contact 
continuous), during

41  in language developer). These last being dependant (Dirichlet) or not (nodal force/contact continues) on late 
nodes. All these geometrical entities are known as late because they do not exist in the initial mesh and 
are added during the process of modelization to facilitate the setting in data of the user. They thus should be 
distributed by subdomain “with the flight”. will be projected subdomain by subdomain. A large features, each 
processor thus has to handle and store only the data
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the copies” by cumulating these contributions (notwithstanding  sol
iu  the problems of multiplicities to the late 

interfaces usol and ddls), before distributing them to all the processors. Because the latter must correctly rebuild 
the new linear systems or postprocessings which will follow. Into nonlinear, it goes from there even for various 
fields (stored in CHAM_ELEM) in particular those calculated during the integration of the constitutive laws. A 
each archivage, it is necessary to gather them overall and to diffuse with all the processors. Note: In term of 
storage, the overcost imposed on the main processor can on the other hand be less negligible: it is necessary to 
store the matrixes

full
• and the directions with descents, within same time step, even between several time step, in the  

event  of  “accelerated”  G I  problems  of   G I 
T
G I 

−1
 the  type  multiples  second  members 

p Γ
n n=1N orth   .  For this reason was set up, in parallel,  the parameter NB_SD_PROC0 

which makes it possible to relieve the main processor (of number 0 per default) by allotting less 
subdomains to him than envisaged by  automatic scheduling of the code. This parameter is  
during parallel of sequential parameter STOCKAGE_GI (cf §4.3).  The algorithm begin with an 
automatic  procedure  from  assignment  from  the  subdomains  by  processors  (cf  methods  of 
Foster § 2.2) which tries 

• to relieve the main processor and which allots an equal number of subdomains per processor. The 
numbers of these subdomains  are contiguous by processor and result from the classification of  
the partitionnor. By means of computer, taking into account the localization of this algorithm of sort 
and the data structures which it manages, it would be rather easy to introduce other strategies of  
distributions  to  balance  the  load  following  of  other  criteria.  Of  course,  according  to  the 
configuration  of  computation  and  the  parameter  setting  provided  by  the  user,  of  many  data 
structures are preserved 

• to  limit  computation  complexity:  rigid  modes,  matrixes  of  interconnection,  operator  of 
reconstruction of comprehensive solution etc It should be taken care that this operating process is  
not  disturbed  by  parallelism,  nor  does  not  generate  notable  overcosts.  Details  on  the 
establishment  in  Code_Aster  First  of  all,  algorithm FETI  was coded  into  sequential  then  this 
establishment was adapted

5.1.2  to support a parallelism by sending
of message in MPI-1 (on machine 32 and 64-bits). Indeed, the priority was and to measure the impact of such a 
solver  multidomaine  on  architecture  data  structures  of  the  code,  to  limit  the  consequences  (legibility, 
effectiveness, maintainability) and to make sure of them of its good performance on standard cases. Moreover, 
for many authors,  such a solver  appears often very effective  (in  CPU and occupation memory),  even into 
sequential, when one goes up in degrees of freedom. Then, the strategy of parallelization was the following one: 
The flexibility of assignment subdomain/processor is practice rather little in
the other codes, because it complicates the programming “slave

1.- slave”. In our “master-slave” vision, it seems most natural to make cohabit in only one code, a 
purely sequential version (without same a link at a library MPI) and a parallel.  The sequential one 
becomes a typical  case then:  all  the subdomains are found on the same processor.  Moreover,  to 
operate an “empirical” balancing of computations, all the authors propose (and it was checked during 
the  tests)  to  join  several  subdomains  by  processor.  To  the  operator  calling  FETI  solver 
(MECA_STATIQUE  or  STAT_NON_LINE),  all  the  processors  carry  out  the  same  sequence  of 
operations

•and  thus  know  the  same  JEVEUX  objects:  mesh,  materials  ,  fields of  pretreatments, 
SD_FETI… It is relatively sub-optimal, but the pretreatments are often, compared  to the solver, not 
very greedy in CPU and memory (taking into account the parallel target selected, some tens of 
processors).  Once in  the main  line  operator,  one  directs  the  operations  carried  out  jointly  by the 
processors by drying up the volumes of data

•which  are  affected  for  them.  And  this,  of  the  preparation  of  the  data  solver,  with  factorizations 
numerical symbolic system and, via the assembly runs, of elementary computations and of course the 
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algorithm of resolution itself. That is done very simply, without sending of particular message, via the 
object  “&&  FETI.LISTE.SD.MP  I”  which  filters  the  loops  on  the  subdomains:  CAL  JEVEUO 
(“FETI.LISTE.SD.MP  I”,  “L”,  ILIMPI)  C  50  I=1 ,  NBSD<boucle  on the  sous-domaines>  IF  (ZI 
(ILIMPI+I) .EQ.1) THEN <on does not carry out

the continuation of instructions expected that if the 
subdomain
is contained  in the perimeter of the proc.
courant> ENDIF 50 CONTINUE
Concerning the large usual JEVEUX objects, each processor 
builds only the data which it needs: SD solver Master
and
those slaves

depending on the perimeter  of the current processor and the same thing for the NUME_DDL, 
MATR_ASSE and the CHAM_NO. On the other hand, the data of small volume are they calculated by 
all  the processors because they often  make it possible to direct computation  and it  is of 
course  important  that  all  the  processors  make  the  same  software  advance.  So  that  the  vision 
multidomaine  paralleled  does  not  break  the  management  of  the  data  and  remains  readable, 
evolutionary and maintainable, principal

•data structures are encapsulated (matrix MATR_ASSE, vector CHAM_NO etc). A contrario, it can be 
against-productive  to  want  to  dimension  additional  objects  (CHAM_ELEM,  RESU_ELEM  …) 
according to the  size  of the data which  they  have really  to  store.  That  complicates  the 
exchanges of  messages,  pollutes the programming and weakens already complex zones of 
codes. It is more interesting, all confused criteria, to initialize to zero the object and to fill only the zones 
which relate to the processor. This report was made, for example, at the time of the parallelization of 
elementary computations (where one dries up just the writing of data flows by a conditional loop based 
on a vector of Boolean ad hoc similar to that of the example above) or during the rebuilding of the total 
field  solution (with  convergence of  FETI),  where  not to  communicate the “mappings”  between the 
NUME_DDL buildings and the total one, the processors dialogue in an oversize “base”, that of the total 
vector  of  interface.  Rather  than  of the loops of  communications points  at  points  between the 
processors slaves and Master (MPI_SEND/RECV), one retained in a first

•approach of the collective communications (MPI_REDUCE…) who encapsulate the first and manage 
in a transparent way the problems of synchronization and buffering. That ensures a better 
legibility,  maintainability  and  portability  but,  a  contrario,  one  cannot  and  the  optimize  them  by 
overlapping computations communications, by limiting the latency times or the buffering. To limit  the 
impact in the code, requests MPI are centralized in only one routine which one reaches by conditional 
compilation.  In  nonlinear  static,  with  the  contingencies  of  the  multiple  second  members  whose 
unfolding is not foreseeable a priori and with other

•related aspects with the complexity and the wealth of the operator, cumulates a particular strategy of 
the  communications  : For  each  resolution  of  linear  system,  it  is  necessary  to  communicate  the 
comprehensive solution with all the processors to correctly rebuild

1.the new linear systems and certain criteria. A each estimate of the residue (stopping criteria of 
Newton, control, linear search…), it is necessary to add then to diffuse with all the processors
2., 5 to 7 vectors (CHAM_NO) so dimensioned in keeping with total problem. A each time step 
filed,  it  is  necessary  to  add then to  diffuse several  global  fields (CHAM_ELEM) equivalent  to 
several times the size of the problem
3..  And  this,  in  order  to  be  able  to  connect  in  parallel  several  operators,  possibly not 
paralleled yet  (postprocessing),  without  having  to  improve  their  routines  of  starting.  By 
precaution,  the  schedule  of  conditions  of  the  paralleled  operators  (MECA_STATIQUE  and 
STAT_NON_LINE) is thus to produce, at the end of the operator, of identical data bases JEVEUX 
total  on  all  the  processors. By means of computer , none of  these  contingencies  is 
irremediable. One can thus recut some of these exchanges so that they relate

only to the only data to update, those of the interfaces (at least as long as computation remains local). One can 
use techniques of “meshes phantom”, known as still  of “halation”, to automate these updates. One can also 
think of total criteria which are built using local criteria. With the risk however, to see diverging the nonlinear 
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routes sequential and parallel from the same algorithm. Initially, all these scenarios seemed to us too invasive 
and preferred we to them communications, expensive but conservative. The reader wishing more details on the 
establishment of the algorithm and the difficulties of this software building site will be able to consult the notes

[Boi05] [Boi07] [Ass07] and the data-processing documentations of the code [D9.03.01] and its data structures 
[D 4.06.05/07/10/11/21]. Complements on FETI Controls convergence: residue of interface versus total residue 
One saw with the §4.4 that stopping criteria of FETI

5.2  could be the residue

5.2.1  project of the GCP. However it is a homogeneous residue with a displacement
and  not  with  a  force,  the  such  total  residue.  Moreover,  the  conditioning  of  is  in,  whereas  that  of  varies 
asymptotically rather like  un  , therefore stopping criteria on the residue  K un – f project (5.2-1) will  not be 

able  unfortunately  K  ϑ1h2 to  guarantee  a  total  F I  residue  of  the  same  order  (5.2-2)  Typically 

ϑH h , for much of problems of structures of

∥P F I λ
n−d ∥≤ε∥P F I λ

0−d ∥ the relative

variations of order 102 or 103 were observed between these two criteria

∥Kun− f∥≤ε∥Ku0− f∥ in
discredit of the second which is however, with final, the only “police-court magistrate” of the algorithm . One 
cannot  obviously,  with  each  iteration  FETI  to  consider  the  residue  total,  because  that  would  explode  the 
interprocessor costs computation and the
communication.  Mixed  tests  of  stops  “residue  project/field  of  displacement  on  the  interface”  appear  more 
relevant but they lean on the preconditioner of Dirichlet. They were thus not tested yet in Code_Aster. Reduction 
of model By means of the bases of polynomials or splines, one can discretize the Lagrange multipliers more 
effectively 

5.2.2  , i.e., to reduce
the  size  of  the  problem of  interface.  And  this,  while  preserving  the  accuracy  of  computations  and  by not 
degrading the conditioning of. One weakens the condition of continuity n I  of the fields of displacement to the 

interfaces via a discretization of the multipliers of the type (- spline  F I of order for the degree of freedom) 

(5.2-3) on each subinterval of  the interface . With bases particulières42Notamment orthogonal B  s  not to 

degrade mème  the conditioning

λ i
m ξ :=c1i

mc2i
m ξ−ξ i c2i

m  ξ−ξ i 
s

of L

“operator FETI. this type  Γ I
i :=[ ξ i , ξ i1]  , one can develop procedures of adaptive42 94] §5.5). Note: This 

technique,  known  as  “of  reduction  of  model”,  an  effective  computation  of  the  matrixes  of  interconnection 
imposes which do not answer then

any more
• the definition (4.2-11). They must mix the discretization finite elements of the field of displacement  

(of the shape function) and that of the multipliers, via terms of the kind (5.2-4) However, when the 
meshes are compatible with the interfaces, it is necessary to have N i  resorts to procedures of 
lissage post-to treat 

∫
Γ I
i

N iξ
j dΓ

the field

• of displacement in these zones, which weighs down and complexes the process. Meshes nonin  
conformity and incompatible finite elements the preceding technique can be deployed to combine  
subdomains with a grid

42 refinements what amplifies the potential gains (L” order of 40% cf [FR
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5.2.3  by incompatible elements or not in conformity. It
is a way competitors of that of the joined elements (with rather close ingredients numerical) which was tested in 
static, modal, vibratory analysis and contact-friction. Projectors generalized to decrease computation complexity 
of the algorithm, we have until now used a standard orthogonal 

5.2.4  projector of the type (4.3-5)
with (5.2-5) This strategy is effective for a good amount of structural analyzes, especially when the DD answers 
requirements of the type HPC and Q= I

P Q :=I−QG I  G I 
T
QGI 

−1

G I 
T partitionne

the initial field independently of all geometrical and physical considerations. On the other hand, if the DD is used 
to set  up a groupware between various contractors,  this cutting has all  the opportunities of  separating the 
materials and of respecting the natural interfaces. In this last case, it is more effective to sophisticate the stage 
of projection by generalizing the projector (5.2-5). Just like

for the preconditioners FETI (and it is not a chance as one will see it), two candidates are often proposed (5.2-6) 
This projection induces a overcost less than than one could discount first of all because it makes it possible to 
remove the second

P M L
−1 :=I−M L

−1G I  GI 
T M L

−1GI 
−1

G I 
T

P M D
−1 :=I−M D

−1G I  GI 
T M D

−1GI 
−1

G I 
T

stage of

projection of algorithm 4.5-2. Note: As for the preconditioners, the version lumped seems most interesting to 
carry out a good compromise cost/effectiveness. Initialization

• of the Lagrange multipliers For certain pathological cases, with strong distortions of mesh and/or  
heterogeneities

5.2.5  materials, FETI-1 can display
more kicked up a rumpus convergence and a residue important preliminary draft compared to primal iterative 
Schur of type BDD. This degradation is mainly due to this exaggerated initial residue. While proposing, recently, 
a new strategy to break up the applied forces between the subdomains, P.Gosselet et al. [Gos03] solved

this problem. They break up the forces condensed on the interface on diagonalized of the stiffness matrix of 
interface. What results in the application of one of the sophisticated projectors evoked above and, especially, by 
a  new initial  multiplier  of  Lagrange.  Instead  of  the  formula  (4.3-3),  one  replaces  the  stage  (0)  preceding 
algorithms  by  (5.2-7)  where  (5.2-8)  and  is  one  of  the  orthogonal  projectors  of  (5.2-6).  Note:  As  for  the 
preconditioners, it is advised to balance

λ0:=P Q  λ00QG I  G I 
TQG I 

−1
e this

λ00 :=M L
−1 ∑

i=1

P

Ri [ 0ii 0 iΓ

0Γi K ΓΓ
i ]  f Γi −K ΓiK ii

−1 f i  phase D

“initialization P Q  . C” is the only stage of the algorithm

, 
• if one uses a preconditionning lumped, where one requires to distinguish, as for the primal
• methods, the local variables and those of interface. The construction of has same mechanical  

interpretation exactly as that of the balanced preconditioner of Dirichlet. Its cost is identical 
• to this last, 00  i.e. equal to half that an iteration of FETI-1. This initialization is rather advised for 

a FETI preconditioned by Dirichlet, because factorized internal stiffness matrixes 
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• is  already  available.  Knowing  that  for  the  nonpathological  cases,  a  lumped  is  enough  and 

Q=M D
−1 ou M DS

−1  this problem of initialization is often not critical. By posing formula  and one 

finds  the  standard  initialization  of  FETI.  Multiple  second  members  During  thermo-mechanical  
analyzes and/or of 

• nonlinear 
00
=0  mechanical computations Q= I  , problems of the multiple seconds 

5.2.6  membres43 `Multiple
right  hand  side'  in  the  literature.  are  often  posed:  nonsystematic  reactualization  of  the  tangent  matrix, 
characteristic43 One has then to solve a succession of  problems of  the type whose only second members 
change. This configuration is ideal for the direct solvers who, once factorized built,  K u= f  do not have any 
more but to carry out the ad hoc

descent-increase. A contrario, it is the nightmare of the iterative solvers which starts without knowledge a priori 
of the solution and starts again, with each resolution , all the process. In the case of the iterative solvers of type 
Krylov (the such PCG ), one re-uses sometimes the directions of descent of the preceding linear systems to 
take account of already exhumed spectral information and thus “booster rocket” the starting of the algorithm. 
One speaks then about techniques of acceleration. With however all the contingencies of handling of directions 
of descent already evoked for the procedures of reorthogonalisations

(cf §4.4). In the case of the solver of interface FETI, one saw that this kind of technique was more relevant 
because of better spectral distribution of information (the first directions of descent of each time step are most 
important) and of the lowest size of information to be stored (size of the interface). Let us suppose that one 
seeks to solve the system after already having solved and having stored his North first directions of descents. 
These directions of descents are supposed to be orthogonalized Ku2= f 2  except for the accuracy machine 

Ku1= f 1  ,  therefore  by  arranging them in  a  matrix  square,  they  pΓ
n ,1

check  (5.2-9)  the  procedure  of 
acceleration  will  thus  consist  in  adding,  in  the  phase  of  initialization  of  FETI,  a  component 

V 1:=[ pΓ1,1 . . . pΓ
N orth ,1 ]∈ℜnI×N orth on the space

V 1 
T
 PT F I P V 1=H 1 avec H 1 :=diag h1

1 . . . h1

N orth  generated

by  these  directions  of  descent  (by  taking  again  the  notations  of  algorithm  4.5-2)  (5.2-10)  and  with 
réorthogonaliser the new directions of descent compared to those of the preceding system. And this, as well in

λ0:=GI  GI 
TGI 

−1
e

λ0:=V 1 H 1 
−1
V 1

T
PT d 2−F I

λ0λ0
the phase D

“initialization as in L” stage (11). It is thus necessary to organize  p Γ
n ,2  a process of reorthogonalisation has 

geometry  V 1 variable:  within  the  same  resolution  enters  the  directions  of  lately  exhumed  descents  and 
between  the  various  resolutions,  with  the  already  stored  directions.  This  process  spreads  with  several 
successive resolutions, and allows, few expenses to boost the convergence N orth  of the later resolutions
. For more details one will be able to consult the paper of C.Farhat [Far00]. Note: This technique of acceleration 
is activable in Code_Aster via key word ACCELERATION_SM. It gets notable gains of

• nombre of iterations: if the second members are “close”, the second FETI can converge of half 
less iterations and so on. The equivalent of this technique of acceleration also exists for the 
problems with multiple first members (“near-by problems”) whose 

• matrixes  and the second  members  moved little  between two resolutions  (large deformations,  
contact-friction). They were tested but were not restored in Code_Aster. Conditions of Dirichlet In  
Code_Aster, the taking into account of condition of Dirichlet is carried out via ad hoc Lagrange  
multipliers

5.2.7  , which it is not thus necessary

43  materials not depending on the temperature…
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to confuse  with those of the problem of interface FETI. These DDLs late  are attached to DDLs physiques of 
which  they impose the values and numerically and by means of computer, they evolve conjointement44Par 
example, they forms only one entity with the eyes of the renuméroteurs of matrixes. When it is a question of 
sparing a flood of data44 processor. The things become complicated when these Lagranges imply nodes of the 
interface. To respect certain stresses of the nonlinear mechanics and in particular the fact that the values of 
these Lagranges takes part in the estimate of the mechanical residues, it was made the choice to allot them to 
one of under-domaines45Par convention, that whose number is weakest. This modelization of Dirichlets by of 
Lagranges is very rich because it allows45

 
of the type (key word LIAISON_…) (5.2-11) Certain authors [Rix02] propose strategies (second coarse problem, 
preconditioner) to supplement FETI so that it can

u x
7
−3u y

12
=5 help

a code not having by these “Lagranges Dirichlet”  to take into account these conditions. One speaks about 
problem with multiple linear stresses (LMPCs for “Multipoint Linear Constraints”). It is one of the attractions of 
method FETI. But lack of chance, Code_Aster already having this faculty, these two features telescope rather! 
In  practice,  in  Code_Aster,  when  the  partitionnor  detects  a  Dirichlet generalized  between  of  DDLs  strictly 
contained within distinct subdomains  (i.e. not carried by a node of interface), computation stops on an error 
message  meaning  the  imcompatibility.  All  the  other  cases  are  normally  authorized,  tested  in  the  base  of 
benchmark  official  and  correctly  taken into  account.  FETI  & Co Since 1991,  because  of  many connected 
between the methods of Schur primal and dual, of many alternatives came out

5.2.8  : FETI-
2 which introduces a second level of coarse problem for better taking into account the problems of plate type 
and shell, hybrid methods

•(FETI-DP, GIRKS…) who seek to guarantee the continuity of displacement on part of the interface 
and the equilibrium
•of the forces on its complementary, the mixed methods (Latin, FETI-2-fields…) who replace the usual 
conditions of interface by a linear combination of type Robin.
•From where a greater wealth of structural mechanics behaviors (contact-friction…). Many others more 
or less perennial, related to already evoked aspects (dual interface, projector, LMPC…): P-FETI1, P-
FETI2, FETI
•- T, A-FETI etc For further information, one will be able to consult the recent syntheses of P.Gosselet 
& C.Rey [Gre06] and of Y.Fragakis & M.Papadrakakis [Fpa

03]. FETI versus Summary Neumann-Neumann According to his/her fathers and the various teams which have, 
thereafter, established and used method

5.3  FETI, it has

5.3.1  many advantages
.  One already insisted on the following points:  Better  performances than much of  solvers  mono-fields and 
methods DD, Its intrinsic numerical scalability independently of any

• preconditioner, the possibility of associating an effective and
• inexpensive preconditioner to him (lumped), Method of pairing of computations and connection of mesh
• /modèle, Aspects solver of “search” open to many adaptations with
• the card contrary to the direct solvers “black boxes”, the processing
• of Dirichlets generalized, Broad perimeter of use, Expansion of academic works and establishment in 

industrial
• codes (ZEBULON, the SAMCEF software), “Relative
• ” facility of establishment in
• an  existing  code,  Its  weak  computation  complexity  and  memory.  Knowing  that,  to  moderate  this 

enthusiasm
• , Its great difficulty is the determination of the modes of
• rigid bodies, while that of the primal

44  , subdomain by subdomain, it is necessary well to take care to attach them to the good
45  the taking into account of condition of Dirichlet generalized
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iterative methods is the installation
•of  an  effective  and  general  coarse  problem.  Its  sensitivity  to  the  “ratio  of  aspect”  (“ratio  aspect”)  of  the 

subdomains. More their dimensions are balanced better is the convergence
•of the algorithm. Its sensitivity to heterogeneities of materials and the distance46La distance between two 

subdomains (within the meaning of the graph theory
•) is the minimal number of interfaces to cross to pass from the one46 during the algorithm. In both cases, FETI 

or  Neumann-Neumann,  complementary  developments  are  often  desirable:  reorthogonalisation  of  the 
directions

•of descents, balancing, accelerations… Others items deserve to be specified and it  is what we briefly will 
approach in the following paragraphs. Superconvergence

One saw that the eigenvalues (cf §4.4) of the operators of interfaces are well seriated: those of great amplitude

5.3.2  are well separated
from the others, which GC improves effective conditioning of the operators (ratio of the extreme eigenvalues not 
yet captured) during an algorithm of the type. From where the “noted” superconvergence of the processus47Cf. 
A.Van  der  Sluis  &  A.Van  der  Vorst.  Disastrous  The  of  convergence  of  conjugate  gradient.  Numerische 
Mathematik, 48 (1986), pp543-560. Operator47

is  provided  than  its  low  part.  In  short,  even  if  the  operators  and  have  conditioning  initial  identical,  the 
convergence of the second overrides the first (cf [FR94] §6.1). Moreover, the preconditioner S  F I  lumped of 
FETI  amplifies  this  phenomenon by packing  the  smallest  eigenvalues  almost  in  the  same way  as  that  of 
Dirichlet, and at a quite less cost. In all the cases, Neumann-Neumann or FETI, an automatic procedure of 
reorthogonalisation must be added in the phase of construction

of  the  new  direction  of  descent.  Because  it  is  proven  that  this  kind  of  situation  accelerate  the  loss  of 
orthogonalité48Cf. B.N.Parlett. The symmetric eigenvalue problem. ED. Prentice Hall (1980). “congenital” of the 
methods of Krylov. Interface of measurement null Contrary48 integrals on fields of measurement: not in

5.3.3  2D/3D and segment in 3D. For example
, for a partitioning in cubic subdomains and with a discretization by nodal finite elements, FETI must envisage 
the communications of a subdomain with to the maximum 6 neighbors, for the primal methods this figure climbs 
to 26! That comes from the weak formulation of the stress of continuity which is essential via (5.3-1) Thus 
obviously if, this scalar product is null and no

communication is necessary between the two subdomains. The primal methods 

ui−v j , μij Γ I
:=∫

Γ i , j

μ ijTr Γ ij
v i−v j  dΓ do not have

this chance because they mes  Γ i , j =0 rest on a decomposition of the variables of the problem, in internal 

degrees of freedom and degrees of freedom

of  interface,  all  the  contributions  of  the  ones  and  others  must  thus  agglomerate  to  constitute  the  local 
components of the complement of Schur. Besides the gains in computation complexity,  occupation memory, 
establishment and data-processing maintenance of the algorithm, that reduce as much interprocessor

communications when one is in parallel and thus facilitates the scalability of the process. Of course, into primal, 
of the techniques can be deployed to group the messages of various geometrical entities, but they complicate 
the  establishment  of  the  algorithm  seriously  and  attach  the  generality  of  the  interconnections  between 
subdomains.  Assembly of  the stiffness matrixes In  the same order of  idea,  FETI  without  preconditioner of 
Dirichlet does not need to distinguish the external

46  to the other. average between subdomains. The larger the latter is weak, is the propagation velocity of 
information on all structure

47  FETI being compact, his spectrum comprises a point of accumulation nearly zero (Th. of Riesz-Fredholm) 
and its high part

48  to the primal methods, FETI null does not require the computation of
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5.3.4  local variables and underlying such
or such matric or vectorial blocks. That simplifies of as much the establishment of the algorithm in an existing 
code in the phases assemblies matric and vectorial. Perimeter of use Since the arrival on “the market of the DD” 
of FETI, the dual methods of Schur are the object of searches theoretical

5.3.5  and applied constant and
thus their perimeter of use did not cease being packed. In a nonexhaustive way one could count: Mechanics 
nonlinear  with  severe  heterogeneities,  Modal  analysis  and  vibratory,  Problems  of  evolution,  Problems  of 
contact-friction, Acoustics

• , Modelization of plate type or shell, Multiphysique
• : porous environments, incompressible fluid
• , CFD and electromagnetism
• , Composites, fast
• Dynamics. For
• each one of these applications, installations
• came out and thus made FETI, method
• DD “any ground”
• of the structural mechanics
•

. Speed-up and scale-up the numerical scalability of FETI provided with a preconditioner of Dirichlet was already 
mentioned. In short, from a theoretical

5.3.6  point of view: If one
increases  the  smoothness  of  discretization  all  while  maintaining  the  number  of  subdomains,  the  method 
converges in a similar nombre of iterations (from where

•a good scale-up), If on the contrary, one fixes the size of the total problem while increasing the number of 
subdomains (for example profiting of more than processors available

•), the nombre of iterations decrease (from where a good speed-up), If one maintains a number of degrees 
of freedom constant per subdomain, while increasing the size of the total problem via the number of 
subdomains

•, the nombre of iterations remains unchanged. On paper thus, FETI solves a larger problem time in the 
same TEMPS CPU , provided that the number of processors knows the same growth. 

This low and strong extensibility was checked n  in practice on academic cases and industrial studies of big 
sizes:  one  speaks  then  about  parallel  scalability.  Structure  mechanical  analyzes  comprising  of  the  million 
unknowns,  distributed  on  thousands  of processors,  showed  the  extensibility  of  the  method  [Far02].  The 
partitioning  of  mesh  General  information  For  often  complex  industrial  structures  and  big  sizes,  it  is  not 
reasonable to require
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6  manually systematically

6.1  of the users who

already spent long weeks to build a mesh, of the partition. More especially as the criteria of development of a 
mesh have nothing to do with those which govern its cutting for a computation by DD. It is more advised to call 
on automatic tools or semi-automatique49L' user can thus better direct the strategy of cutting for reasons bound 
under investigation, with his various contractors or the limitations49 . To balance the size of the subdomains, A 
contrario, 

• to stretch the subdomains in order to reduce the dispatcher of tape of, To make tighten towards the unit
• the ratios of aspect to improve conditioning
• of the problem of interface, To reduce the distance, with the meaning graph between K i

• subdomains,  to  increase  the  effectiveness  of  the  coarse  problem,  To  limit  the  number  of  floating 
structures

• in  order  to minimize the size  of  the coarse problem,  To limit  the number of  junction points  which 
degrade conditionings

• and complicate the algorithmic one, Most these items were already approached
• throughout this document and some are clearly antagonistic: for example, “to increase connections

inter-fields /r eduction of the dispatcher of tape” versus “reduction of the interfaces”. According to the cases and 
the user's needs, one attribute the statute of criterion or that of stress , with one or the others. And this more 
especially as other aspects, plus trades or organisational, can return on account: Cutting respecting the integrity

of the machine elements represented, Allocation of work of study between contractors, Heterogeneities of
• mesh, characteristic materials or loadings, Limitations CPU
• and/or memory, Library of components, Resumption of
• old computations and/or portions of mesh, To fix quotas for at the interiors of
• the subdomains the particular zones
• : Dirichlet generalized
• , contact-friction… Taken into account of meshes
• or incompatible finite elements, Compromised with the algorithms of renumbering and/or balancing 

of dynamic head
• , To prepare complementary strategies: adaptive mesh
• , superposition of models… Among all these criteria, numerical experiments [FR94] [Kid
• 03] showed that the ratios of aspect and the heterogeneities play a determining role

. Their good values and their distributions largely depend the numerical performances on the algorithm. Even 
into sequential, a good partitioning is desirable because it induces a good localization of the data and thus 
ensures a better effectiveness the algorithm. Algorithms of partitioning the large variety of the algorithms of 
partitioning has of equal only the number of researchers working in the field

6.2  ! Beyond this joke

and even if the situation were cleared up compared to the beginning of the Nineties, a string of methods remain 
in string and a flood of news, resulting from fields as varied as the genetic and stochastic algorithms, the neural 
networks or the processing of the signal, continuous to feed it. Any attempt at ranking is consequently perilous. 
It seems all the same that they can break up into two large families: those realizing
of partitionings says EOD (“Element Oriented Decomposition”), rather used in finite elements, for which the unit 
of cutting and balancing is the element
•. The interfaces then consist of edges or facets. VOD (“Vertex Oriented Decomposition”),  rather used in 

finished volumes, for which the unit is the top. In this case, elements can
•be divided between several subdomains. This tree structure is subdivided then in at least three categories: 

Methods of engineers, Celles resulting from optimization, the heuristic ones based

49  of the method DD which then will use this partitioning. to answer this multi-criteria problem under stresses: 
To  reduce  the  interfaces  to  minimize  the  size  of  with  the  dealt  problem  and  the  volume  of  the 
communications
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on the graph theory. Among all these techniques, it is
• difficult to choose a priori
• : this choice is “dependant mesh, 
• method DD and studies”. Tools for partitioning

turn-key (MONGREL, SCOTCH…) in often several  propose. They are structured in two stages. A first phase 
chooses in a deterministic way a set of subdomains and their  topologies. The second optimizes this result 

according to certain criteria and under stresses. The algorithms of the first phase can be of {i }i=1

P
 glouton 

type (GR for “Greedy algorithm” or FGR for “Fast GReedy”), based on the graph theory

and the renuméroteurs (Cuthill-Mc Kee standard or recursive, by advanced fronts), the spectral theory (spectral 
bisection recursive RSB), the coordinates of the points of the mesh (decomposition by the median, by angular 
sector), by projection on an axis (algorithms of the main moments of inertia type, standard or recursive). In 
those  of  the  second  phase,  one  finds  rather  the  methods  taboo,  simulated  annealings,  the  genetic  or 
probabilistic algorithms. Most popular and the more effective, on average, seem to be the algorithms of the 
glouton type: they are very fast and produce a decomposition
which  is  often almost  optimal.  For  more information  one can consult  [FR94],  [LeA05]  and the sites of  the 
software “majors” in this field: CHACO, JOSTLE, METIS and SCOTCH. Cutting tools of graphs Among the 
many tools available “on rack”, some are quoted than of others in literature DD. 

6.3  Thus, in a nonexhaustive way

50Il there is also MS3D, JOSTLE, CHACO, CHAOS, PARTY… , one finds: SplitMesh: developed and used with 
ONERA for code ZEBULON, like at HUTCHINSON50 a mesh while 

• being based only on the topology of the elements because it  uses one type of algorithm: 
encased  bisections.  An  interesting  characteristic  in  the  frame  of  a  DD  multiniveau  is  its 
capacity to maintain information hierarchical of cutting (“encased” subdomains). METIS [Met]: 
developed by G.Karypis of the university of Minnesota, this library is especially known for the 
algorithm of renumbering of hollow

• matrixes which bears its name. This last is already present besides in Code_Aster with the 
mulitfrontal,  MUMPS and  FETI  (key  word  RENUM='  METIS').  Codes  like  SIC  (UTC)  and 
ARC3D (HUTCHINSON) chose it because it integrates the best algorithms of the moment, at 
the same time effective and robust. Sequential
and parallel versions are available on the official site. Amongst other things characteristic, it 
makes  it  possible  to  couple  renumbering,  cutting  and  to  improve  the  product  of  another 
partitionnor.  As  a  sequential  partitionnor  of  mesh,  it  is  integrated  into  the  operator  of 
partitioning (semi) automatic of Code_Aster, DEFI_PART_FETI [
U4.23.05].  Two  alternatives  are  possible:  the  PMETIS  (key  word  METHODE='  PMETIS') 
based on a recursive method of bisection and the KMETIS (METHODE=' KMETIS') which 
leans on a method known as “cagoule”.  Both are called as external tools. SCOTCH [Sco]: 
developed by F.Pellegrini of INRIA-Bordeaux, this partitionnor leans on the heuristic 
ones of local optimization of type Fiduccia-

• Mattheyses very powerful. He handles exclusively graphs of communication associated with 
the  meshes.  That  thus  obliges  the  user  to  convert  his  mesh  in  the  form  of  graph  as  a 
preliminary. But at the same time this stress can appear very useful particular strategies to 
impose (cf the grouping nets voluminal/mesh of associated skin [LeA05]). A sequential version 
and a parallel are available, as well as an interpreter of strategies making it possible to more 
finely adapt the criteria and the forced of the tools to the cases of the user. Also is appealable 
in DEFI_PART_FETI (key word METHODE=' SCOTCH'), into sequential, but this time as a 
library (for more effectiveness 
). He is used as a renumerotor this time via the linear solver MUMPS (key word 
RENUM='  SCOTCH').  Establishment  in  Code_Aster:  DEFI_PART_FETI/OPS Principle  For 
partition a mesh, Code_Aster proposes two alternatives: One can be satisfied with

 
 

50  , DASSAULT-AVIATION and with the SNPE. It cuts out 
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6.4  a more or less controlled automatic partitioning

6.4.1  , one calls
on DEFI_PART_FETI then . The operator uses MONGREL or SCOTCH
•to produce a set of mesh groups (voluminal and of edges) corresponding to as many  subdomains. One 

wants or  one must  use  a  manual  partitioning (cf  contingencies  stated  with  the  §6.1),  it  is  the  role  of 
DEFI_PART_OPS. The user filled out

•to him even the list of the voluminal and surface mesh groups corresponding to the subdomains . The operator 
operates  checks of  coherences (in  particular  with  respect  to  meshes associated  with  the  loads)  and 
produces the data structure Aster describing partitioning for FETI: the SD_FETI [D4.06.21].  In practice, 
DEFI_PART_OPS is called at the end of the process by DEFI_PART_FETI. The fact of being able to use it 
directly is a facility left

to the informed user. Perimeter of use and difficulties meshes of skin must be identified and treated in an 
adequate way to find themselves in the good

6.4.2  subdomain (that of their associated
volume element) and not to be likely to constitute a subdomain except for whole. This last would be then without 
stiffness! The location of meshes of skin is a problem is, because it cannot be simply apprehended by notions of 
dimension: a computation 3D can 2D comprise elements even 1D which supply all the stiffness matrix. In the 
same way, in the profusion of typologies of computations Code_Aster, the simple definition of the interfaces is 
sometimes problematic. Two meshes superimposed taking part in the computation of the same geometrical 
zone can be separate in distinct subdomains and thus take a portion of interface in sandwich. A contrario, the 
location of an interface in a contact zone, cracking or wall exchange in thermal, largely exceeds the usual notion 
of “zone shared between several subdomains”. An option of operator DEFI_PART_FETI can meshes mitigate 
some of these difficulties (TRAITER_BORD) while withdrawing before the edge partitioning 
located geometrically : those which are included in others meshes in a strict sense. Once the partitioning 
of meshes remaining carried out, one reinjects them in the subdomain of their mesh father. At the end of the 
character string,  the operator of transcription of partitioning into object Code_Aster, DEFI_PART_OPS, well 
separately receives the parts voluminal 
(GROUP_MA)  and  surface  (GROUP_MA_BORD,  if  it  exists)  of  each  subdomain  .  Another  class of 
difficulty,  it  can arrive  that  the partitionnor  generates nonrelated subdomains. Thus in  the example 
below (cf figure 6.4 
.1) of a wing of turbine, most subdomains are in several pieces. The definition of the interfaces can be some 
disturbed and the resolution of the problem of interface stumbles. An option of DEFI_PART_FETI makes it 
possible to detect (key word CORRECTION_CONNEX) this case and to stop computation so necessary. More 
tardily  in  the  computation  channel,  a  advanced  option  of  FETI  tests  the validity  of interface 
(INFO_FETI) by simulating a commonplace computation on generated partitioning. Figure 6.4.1. _Nonrelated 
Partitioning of a wing of turbine. However, it not connexity or the character étoilé51En dimension N, 
subdomain 

 

of which the parts unite by entities of size N2 (not in
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2D, not/segment in 3D). of a subdomain if they51 indécidable does not return it, is not crippling for FETI. In the 
benchmarks FETI008b ([V1.04.108], plate partitionnée in 2 SD spangled attest) and FETI010a ([V1.04.110], 
contact-friction between two walls) of the official base of the code. To finish, of the particular processing as of 
the phase of partitioning to judge adequacy between cutting and the geometrical entities of 

the  loadings  must  be  carried  out.  And  if  necessary,  either  to  prevent  and  stop  computation,  or  to  adopt 
corrective  strategies.  Because to  spare an  independent  flood of  data,  subdomain  by subdomain,  between 
meshes initial partitionnées (voluminal and surface) and the meshes late induced the by certain ones loading, is 
not always a sinecure! One already saw in the paragraph §5.2 that the simple conditions of Dirichlet require 
particular processing to project their LIGRELs of meshes

late associated. In particular when they concern, and it is often the case in automatic partitioning, of the points 
located  on the  interface.  The  case  of  Dirichlet  generalized  is  more  problematic  because  they  induce  a 
dependence between subdomains.  When the partitionnor  detects  a  Dirichlet  generalized  between of  DDLs 
strictly contained within distinct subdomains (i.e. not carried by a node of interface), computation stops on an 
error message meaning the incompatibility. All the other cases are normally authorized, tested in the base of 
benchmark (FETI001 with 06 [V 1.04.101/106]) and correctly taken into account. In the same way for the zones 
of contact-friction (with the continuous method only) which must be completely inserted within a subdomain, 
without intersecting the interface (cf FETI008 to 10 [V 1.04.108/10]). To finish, certain difficulties to generate a 
licit partitioning with respect to computation multi-fields concerned can be circumvented via

key  word  GROUPAGE  and  POIDS_MAILLE  of  DEFI_PART_FETI  (only  with  METHODE='  SCOTCH').  By 
activating the first, one can force the partitionnor to maintain in only one subdomain a set of meshes (for 
example , to take into account a contact zone). As for the second, it makes it possible to build variable 
subdomains of sizes (for example, to spare a particular balancing of load: large elastic zone/small plastic zone) 
by allotting weights to mesh groups. Examples of use and parameter settings Let us recapitulate the principal 
parameter setting of these operators of partitioning and illustrate their uses via

6.5  official benchmarks. For more

information, one will be able to consult the associated user's documentation and the [U4.23.05] already quoted 
official  benchmarks. Operators Key word Default value Details/the expensive Councils ref. DEFI_PART_FETI 
CORRECTION_CONNEX “NON” “YES”/“NON” on large 3D case. 

§6.4 
EVALUATING

SO 52 Without 
Object. 
Balancing

of load. §6.4

EXCIT SO Mêmes loadings
as

mechanic
al 
computat
ion

. SO GROUPAGE
SO Grouper meshes. §

6.4 
MET
HO
DE

“SCOTCH 52 ”, “PMETIS” and “ SC
OTC
H

”. PMETIS recommended  for  a  number  of 
subdomains

< 20, KMETIS beyond that. SCOTCH is
more effective but 

seems
less  robust.  §6.3  MODELS 
model SO Même
that  mechanical  computation.  SO 
NB_PART  SO  Nombre  of 
subdomains.  SO 
TRAITER_BORDS
“YES”  “YES”/“NON”.  §  6.4 
voluminal

DEF
I_

51  do not disturb the definition of the interfaces (a point of interface is a point common to several subdomains) 
or

52  “KMETIS
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§6.4 
EVALUATING

SO 52 Without 
Object. 
Balancing

of load. §6.4

PART_OPS GROUP_MA  SO  Mailles  taking 
part in the computation

of the matrixes and the determination
of the interface . § 6.4 GROUP_MA_BORD SO Mailles of 

skin. §6.4 MODELS model SO Même  that  mechanical 
computation.  SO  EXCIT  SO 
Mêmes  loadings  as  mechanical 
computation. SO

Tabl
eau 

6.5-1. _Summary of the principal
parameter 
setting

of  the  operators  of  partitioning. 
SDFETI

1= DEFI _ PART_OPS  (NOM='  SD', 
MODELE=MODM,  DEFI=  (_F 
(GROUP_MA

= ' FETI1',), _F (GROUP_MA=' FETI2',), _F (GROUP_MA=' FETI3', GROUP
_MA_BORD=' B5',), _F (GROUP_MA=' FETI

4 ', GROUP _MA_BORD=' B6',),), EXCIT 
                     = (_F (CHARGE=
                     CH1), _F (CHARGE=CH2), _F (CHARGE
                           =CH3), _F (CHARGE=CH4)
                           ,),); SDFETI2 = DEFI_PART_FETI (MODELE=MODM
                           , NB_PART=16, EXCIT= (_F (CHARGE=CH1), _F 
(CHARGE
                     =CH2),), METHODE='
                            SCOTCH', NOM_GROUP
                            _MA=' SD', PROCESS
                            _BORDS=' OUI', CORRECTION_CONNEX
= ' NON',); Example 
                6.5-1.
                _SDFETI1, 
                manual partitioning
                       in 4 SD (FETI005a)
                . SDFETI2, automatic 
                in 16 SD (FETI007 
                a). Establishment in
                Code_Aster particular Difficulties

the developments around FETI have “Re-cleared patch”
of the software grounds which
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7  had already been the object of works by

7.1  the past: the multidomaine

and parallelism. One of the leitmotivs of this software building site was to precisely re-use, as far as possible, 
the experience gained on these sets of themes. Another concern, was to form part of the architecture of the 
code without breaking its coherence and while trying to respect its requirements in terms of use (modularity, 
parameterization, robustness, completeness) and of software quality (validation, documentation). This will not to 
revolutionize structure of the code and its flood of data and to manage, in only one version the sequential 
standard Aster and the parallel multidomaine, by seeking more the completeness and the robustness which the 
performances, led to software and algorithmic distorsions penalizing.  As of the bibliographical study [Boi03] 
certain difficulties had been evaluated: To form part of the architecture of the code without breaking its overall
coherence, nor to attach the potentialities of the DD. To respect the requirements of the code in
•term of use and software quality: modularity, compliance, robustness, parameterization, portability, 
•completeness and evolutionarity. To make cohabit the taking into account, quasi-systematic in Code_Aster, of 

the limiting conditions by double dualisation and method FETI from where simultaneous
•management  of  two  families  of  Lagrange.  To  encapsulate  principal  data  structures  of  the  code  (matrix, 

vector…) “to bluff” current architecture and to emulate the notion of heritage
•between data structure mother (total field) and girls (related to the subdomains). To obtain automatically and 

with a sufficient degree of robustness, “cornerstone of building FETI-1”: modes of rigid bodies and pseudo-
opposite

•of the floating subdomains.  But  of course,  during developments,  other difficulties appeared:  Processing of 
meshes of skin and nonthe connexities of subdomain

, the projection of the loading by subdomain and in particular that of meshes

•late, problems of the multiple second members, nonlinear
•mechanics and the taking into account of zones of contact-friction, parallelism and qualification
•MPI of the code, the management of the JEVEUX memory
•. The reader wishing more details on the establishment of the algorithm
•and the difficulties of this software building site
•will be able to consult the notes [Boi05 ] 

[Boi07]  and  the  data-processing  documentations  of  the  code  [D9.03.01]  and  its  data  structures  [D 
4.06.05/07/10/11/21]. Tests and validations In addition, the validation of the complete process of decomposition 
of field FETI makes of a detailed attention: about twenty

7.2  official benchmarks

were already restored (cf FETI001a in FETI010a [V1.04.101 with 110]) and two campaigns of tests on semi-
industrial  cases  were  conducted  [Boi05]  [Ass07].  During  the  software  development,  a  constant  force  was 
produced to allow the developer and the “user informed” to test and trace
the unfolding of algorithm FETI: factorization symbolic system at the various stages of the solver of interface, via 
elementary computations. While exploiting the options of parameter INFO_FETI, one can for example test the 
validity of the rigid modes, orthogonalities of the GCPPC, calculate the first modes of the operator of interface , 
trace and profile messages MPI, recapitulate the sizes of the subdomains, their stiffness matrixes and their 
factorized (to evaluate balancing), the times spent by processor with each stage of computation… Besides an 
option (cf § 7.4, INFO_FETI (12:12) = '  You) makes it  possible to test the validity of the interface and the 
SD_FETI by checking the inversion 

of  the  canonical  systems on the real cutting produced  by  DEFI_PART_  ***  as  well  as  rules  of 
coherences of the various JEVEUX objects. Some of these tests and displays remain valid into sequential as in 
parallel (certain studies can function only in this mode) . Their prolixity 

depends on the parameter setting (INFO_FETI and INFO) and on the operator. Perimeter of use For time and 
taking into account certain difficulties or choice the schedule of conditions, the perimeter of use of 

7.3  FETI, sequential and parallel
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,  is  restricted:  With  the  linear  and  nonlinear  static  mechanics  (operators  MECA_STATIQUE  and 
STAT_NON_LINE) generating real symmetric linear systems

•(thus  without the THM for example; announced by a fatal error <F>  ). No simple Dirichlet 
imposed via AFFE_CHAR_CINE (if not <F>). No the macro-element (<F>). No wide finite elements 
(X-FEM). No Dirichlet 

•generalized (AFFE_CHAR_MECA/LIAISON _***) between under fields (<
•F>). Restriction of the nonlinear one
•: not of fluid force (<F>); only
•method of contact-friction continues (<F>) with each contact zone inserted
•in  a  subdomain,  without intersecting the interface (<F>).  An alarm (<A>)  is  emitted  when not  very 

orthodoxe modelizations are flushed out: common point at several contact surfaces… Little or not 
tested with  of  the  finite  elements structure,  control,  the  linear  search,  convergence  criterion  in 
generalized stress, beam

in large rotation. Reserves on the modelizations or the algorithms likely to impact the interfaces (except 
the loadings by AFFE_CHAR_MECA for which normally

•this case is planned): joined elements, crack etc It is (to test) to better fix quotas for these zones inside 
subdomains.  Local  solvers  with  each  subdomain  all  identical,  based  on the  mulitfrontal,  and  with 
homogeneous parameter setting (even renumerotor…). Examples of use

•and parameter settings Let us recapitulate the principal parameter setting of algorithm FETI-1 and illustrate 
its use via official

7.4  benchmarks. For more information, one

will be able to consult the associated user's documentation and the [U4.50.01] already quoted benchmarks  .  
Operand Key word Default value Details/the Councils ref. SOLVEUR/METHODE=' FETI' functional Parameters 
PARTITION SO 53Sans Object. Name of data structure

SD_FETI 
generate
d

by the op. of partition

. Maximum
§6.5  NMAX_ITER 
0
Nombre of iterations 
of

the GCPPC. If 0 53 nor size of the problem of interface . 
=. § 4.4 REAC_RESI 0 Frequency 
of reactualization

of  the 
computation

of residue. Value conseillée= 10 or
20.  §4.4  RESI_RELA54

max nI /100,10
, especially if contact-friction or large partitioning, 

not to hesitate to harden this criterion
RESI

_RELA<10- 8. §4.4 STOCKAGE_GI “YES”
“YES”, “NON” and “CAL”. Parameter 
validates only into sequential. Values 
“CAL” or “NON”
advised so

many

SD and little 
memory

.  §4.3  Preconditioner 
PRE_COND
“LUMPE”  “SANS”  and  “LUMPE”. 
Optimal  value by  default.  §4.5 
SCALING  “MULT”  “SANS”  and 
“MULT”. 

Opti
mal

value by default . Activated that if preconditionning .  §4.5 
Reorthogonalisation
NB_REORTHO_DD

0

53  NMAX_ITER54
54  10 -6 Convergence criterion. Into nonlinear
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SD_FETI 
generate
d

by the op. of partition

Number of initial directions of descent stored
by time step. If value
zero,  NB_REORTHO_DD=  max 
(NMAX

_ITE
R/

10,5).  More  this 
figure

is  large 
better

is  convergence  but  it  is  to  the 
detriment of the memory. §
4.4 TYPE_REORTHO_DD “GSM” “
SANS”, “GS”, “
GSM” and “IGSM”. Optimal value by 
default.  §4.4  Acceleration 
ACCELERATION_SM “YES

” “ 

YES” and “
NON

”. 
Activat
ed

 that if reorthogonalisation 
. Large gains in 
convergence but costs reports

. 

§  5.2 
NB_REORTHO_IN
ST

0 Number of  time 
step

 preceding retained
for the phase of acceleration. More
this  figure  is  large  better  is 
convergence

but 

it  is  to  the 
detriment of

the memory. Advised value: 10. §5.2 
Various  NB_SD_PROC0  0  to 
discharge
the  main  processor.  Sell  by  auction 
that  in  parallel  mode.  §5.1  RENUM 
“METIS” “MD”,
“MDA” and “METIS”

. 
Renu
merot
or

of  the 
mulitfrontal

for the inversions Des. §2.6 NPREC 8 
Threshold of detection

of the 
mode
s

rigid §4.4  Tests, monitoring and left files 
INFO_FETI “F” X 24 INFO_FETI (1:5) 
= ' You displays K i “ 

level

developers ”. INFO_FETI (6:8) = ' You test of
the validity of the 
rigid  modes, 
computation D

“part of the 
spectrum 

of and orthogonalities of  the 
PCG. INFO_FETI (12:12) =” You
test of the validity  of  the 
interface  and  the  SD_FETI. 
INFO_FETI  (9:11)  =  '  You  profiling 
INFO_FETI F I  (13:15) left data files 
and  of  results  .  Table  7.4-1. 
_Summary  of  the  principal 
parameter setting 
of  FETI-1  RESU= 
MECA_STATIQUE (MODELS 
=MODM,  CHAM_MATER  =CHMAT, 
SOLVEUR=_F  (METHODE='  FETI', 
PARTITION 

=SDFETI2, RESI_RELA=1.E-8, NMAX_ITER=100, NB_REORTHO_DD=100, NPREC

=5, INFO _FETI=' FFFFFFFFFFT “,) EXCIT 
                   = (_F (CHARGE=CH1) 
                   , _F (CHARGE= 
                             CH2),),), Example 
                             7.4-1. _Continuation of L 
                             ” example 6.5-1, 
                             computation FETI on 
                             a cube partitionné
                             in 16
                            SD with standard display
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                   (FETI007a). 
**************************************************
                          

<FETI/ALFETI 0> Numéro
of processor NUMERO Of INCREMENT 1 Number of time step NB SUBDOMAINS

  
16 Number of SD NB OF RIGID MODES 88 Nombre total
captured rigid                     modes POINTS INTERFACES 
/MAILLAGE/     RATIO            Cuts interface 
5691 27107      0.21            D+ 02% CUTS 
(GI + GIT*GI) AVERAGE              /MATRICE: 0.1263D+ 04% Sizes of and 
 SUBDOMAIN/MATRICE/FACTORISEE   /NODES Sizes of 
        , N1        :        121956 1380960

2041 N2: 120192 1282914 2026 N 3: 120744  1403775 G I  2031 G I 
TG I

 
 N4: 119658   1416582   2012 N 5   : 121446   1418445 2046 K i  K i

−1

 ….    N     16      : 118818      1336083         
 2010        --------------------------------------------------                   
                          TOTAL :
    1913073          21479058      32245         MOYENNE
        :      119567      1342441         2015
SUBDOMAIN
           /CPU FACSYM      /CPU         ASSE
 /CPU FACNUM Profiling of the stages by SD N 0
: 0.4385       D        +00 0.1953        D-02 0.0000           D+
00 N1     :      0.2412D+      00 0.9863         D-01
 
 0.5869D+00 N2   : 0.2334D+00 0.9863D-01 0.5615   D+00 N 3: 0.2324D+00 0.9863 
    D     01      0.6094D+00  N4: 0.2471  D+00 0.9961
    D     01      0.6162D+00  N 5: 0.2412  D+00 0.9863
    D     01      0.6172D+00  … N 16:  0.2422D+00
    0.9570           D-01  0.5684   D+00 
--------------------------------------------------  
               CPU + TOTAL SYS
        : 0.4202      D+01 0.1554  D+01 0.9476  D+01 CPU
 +
 SYS   LE     WORSE      : 0.4385D+  00 0.9961D-  01 0.6699D
 +00 PROCESSOR/CPU CALCUL_ELEM Profiling of elementary computations
 by processor  N1:  0.1644D+01
(here into sequential) -----------------------------------   
 
 CPU  +  TOTAL      SYS:  0.1644  D+01  CPU  +  SYS  LE  WORSE:  0.1644D+01 
************************************************** 
                   ****************************************** 
 
Stopping criteria  * FETI: OF
the SECOND MEMBRE/RESIDU INITIAL =
 0.1286D+00 0.4766D-01 NORMALIZES * NORM OF RESIDUE A
 TO REACH IN ABS/RELA = 0.4766D-09 0.1000D-       07 ****************************************** 
 ****************************************** Evolution 
       of criterion * ITER 4 Norm of residue (RECURRENCE) IN ABS 
 RELA = 0.4207D-02 0.8827D-01 ******************************************
 ******************************************        
 *    ITER 13 Norm of residue (RECURRENCE) IN ABS/RELA = 0.3116D-03 0.6538
 D-02 ******************************************
 ******************************************
 *   ITER 22 Norm of residue (RECURRENCE) IN ABS/RELA = 0.2835D-04 0.5948
 D-03 ******************************************
 … ******************************************
   * ITER 55 Norm of residue (RECURRENCE) IN ABS/RELA = 0.1256D-08
 0.2634D-07 ******************************************
 
 * FETI: NORM OF RESIDUE INITIAL/FINAL
 /RELATIF   = 0.4766D-01 0.4588D-09 0.9626D-08 ********************************
 Summary of information with convergence
 * CONVERGENCE IN 58 ITERATION (S) ******************************** Example

  7.4-2. _Standard Displays of     the preceding example (feti007a.mess). RESU= 
STAT_NON_LINE 
  (MODELE=   MODM, CHAM_MATER 
  =CHMAT, SOLVEUR=_F (METHODE= “FETI
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”, PARTITION=SDFETI, RESI_RELA=1.E-8, NMAX_ITER=30, NB_REORTHO_DD=30, NB_REORTHO_INST

=10,),…. TIME OF CALCUL 
                   : 1.000000000
               E+00 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
                           
                           
                           
                           | ITERATIONS 
                            | residual 

                           | 
residual

| OPTION | ITERATIONS  | | NEWTON
| RELATIF | ABSOLU | ASSEMBLY | FETI | | | RESI_GLOB_RELA | RESI_GLOB_MAXI
  |  |  | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       |   0 X | 2.59146   E     - 01 X       | 
7.85020                E+00 |TANGENTE | 11 | | 1 X                | 
6.28310
E-02 X | 1.40760E+00 | | 1 | | 2 X | 2.45893E-02 X | 5.36154E-01 | | 1 
| |     3        X | 9.24273E-03  X | 2.00245E-01    | | 1        | |    4          
X |     3.87289        E-03 X | 8.37624  E-02 | |    1                | Example 
    7.4        - 3. _Extracts of  command file                   and     message 
    on        a nonlinear problem  with multiple                                second
    members         (feti005b.comm   /mess).  Let  us  conclude     this 
chapter              

by two series of tests resulting from [Boi05] which illustrate well the variations of behavior
of the algorithm and performances of its establishment

in Code_Aster. With the “university” cube, FETI has “grist” because the stages of factorization are prevalent. 
The stiffness matrixes “fill 55La factorized

total is 90 times more imposing than the initial stiffness matrix.” much (factor of filling of 90) because of the 
massive character of55 whose nodes comprise few neighbors (factor of filling de14). Thus FETI does not gain 
enough on the stage of factorization to compensate for the losses of the descent-increase (in hollow via the 
mulitfrontal) to each iteration. The mulitfrontal on all the field carries out, it, only one descent-increase! Figures 
7.4-1. _Linear Mechanical computations on the benchmarks of the cube (0.6 M degrees of freedom) and of the 
casing (0.5 M degrees of freedom). Gains what gets
 
 

55  the mesh. It is the reverse with the crankcase which comprises many mean zones
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FETI parallel (20 subdomains) compared to the method by default of the code (sequential mulitfrontal). Gain 
characteristics in time “elapsed” and RAM memory by processor, according to the number of processors called. 

Tests carried out on the cluster of LaMSID. Conclusions and prospects In the frame for thermomechanical 
simulations with Code_Aster, the main part of the costs computation often comes from the linear systems
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8  . To mitigate it, it can

then  be  judicious  to  divide  the  initial  mesh  into  several subdomains  on  which  will  be  led  more  effective 
elementary computations, assemblies and parallel resolutions: it is the Decomposition of (DD) Field. Among 
possible methods DD, Code_Aster chose to integrate method FETI. This document tries to give to the reader 
the theoretical and practical limitations of algorithm FETI-1 and other concurrent approaches in computation 
high efficiencies 

for the structural mechanics . The emphasis also was placed on their variations in Code_Aster (operators 
MACR_ELEM_STAT,  DEFI_PART_FETI  and solver  /METHODE=' MULT_FRONT'/“MUMPS”/“PETSC”)  and 
the perspective functional calculuses and software which they open . However it is necessary to still 
keep with L “spirit  that FETI is a solver of search, therefore in  phase of validation and 
fiabilisation. Because the developments around FETI have “Re-cleared patch” of the software grounds which 
had already made L” object of works: the multidomaine and parallelism
 
. One of the leitmotivs of this software building site was to precisely re-use, as far as possible, the experience 
gained on these sets of themes. Another concern, was to form part of the architecture of the code without 
breaking  its  coherence  and  while  trying  to  respect  its  requirements  in  terms  of  use  (modularity, 
parameterization, robustness, completeness) and of software quality (validation, documentation). This will not to 
revolutionize structure of the code and its flood of data and to manage, in only one version the sequential 
standard Aster and the parallel  multidomaine, by seeking more the completeness and the robustness 
which the performances, led to software and algorithmic distorsions penalizing. FETI solver was tested 
on  various  geometries  by  changing  platform  and  of  mechanical  context.  Into  linear,  the  gains 
(compared to the 

method by default of the code, the mulitfrontal) in memory and time are often interesting, about several tens of 
for hundred following the number of processors (cf figure 8.1). Into nonlinear, according to the number of time 
step, the frequency of reactualization of the tangent matrix, the archivages and the number of local variables, 
the gains are less assured. Figure 8.1. _Linear Mechanical computation on the benchmark of pipework of figure 
1.2. - 1 (1.7 M degrees of freedom). Gains what gets FETI parallel (20 subdomains

 
) compared to the method by default of the code (sequential mulitfrontal). Gain characteristics in time “elapsed” 
and RAM memory by processor, according to the number of processors called. Tests carried out on the cluster 

of LaMSID. Extremely of this experiment of development, one can thus bring some “flat” to the sales leaflet 
which governed the choice of the method (cf §5.3): 

Argument Report Better performances than the solvers mono-field and the other methods DD. The benchmarks 
of the literature were often led on 

mono solvers
-  field  SKYLINE less  optimized  than  the 
mulitfrontal of Code_Aster. This one

is particularly adapted to treat  Lagranges and to 
benefit  from  management  “out-of-core”  of  the 
memory.  Scalability.  Parallel  Scalability difficult 
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mono solvers
and  to  carry  out  with  a  “master-slave”  vision 
current  sequential  processing  (coarse  problem, 
reorthogonalisation
,  restartings).  Effective  and  inexpensive 
preconditioner.  Sometimes  disappointing 
according  to  the  quality  of  cutting  Method  of 
pairing  of  computations,  solver  of  search.  Not 
exploited

yet with FETI. Exploited into linear with  primal  direct  Schur  (MACR_ELEM_STAT). 
Not

taken  into  account  of  the  interfaces  of 
measurement
null. Not exploited

(“master-slave” vision).
Connection  of  model  meshes/.  Not  exploited. 
Processing of Lagranges

generalized. In conflict and redundant with the  processing  already  envisaged  by  the  code. 
Establishment

in great codes of structure
mechanics.  Except  for  ZEBULON  and 
SALINAS

[Dur08], few communications on the subject. One 
cannot always distinguish

if FETI is employed in “block box” on most studies or if it is always about a solver of search 
under development. Expansion of academic works 
of  the  community  “computational  mechanics”. 
Dedicated  sessions  of  conferences  and  special 
issues of reviews. Broad perimeter

of  use.  In  mechanics,  electromagnetism, 
“Relative”

neutronics… facility of establishment in an existing 
code. 

More moderate judgment people met having already worked on the subject. Still not
of public library allowing of “pluger” quickly 
FETI

in a code. Difficulties to generate a flood of data 
independent, which is
perennial, effective, robust and parallel in a code 
of the width of Code_Aster (cf
§7.1).  Table  8.1.  _Sales  re-examined  and 
corrected choice of the establishment of  FETI in 
Code_Aster. From a purely software point of view, 
this building site will have hustled 

Code_Aster by making it return of full foot in the problems which poses the HPC for

the codes natively sequential: distribution of the data and the processing , algorithmic parallelism by sending of 
message, dependancy at  libraries MPI.  FETI solver  has thus still  progress to make to  be competitive  and 
reliable. However, a good amount of its software paths and of sound feedback 

are reexploities to draw part of the external libraries MUMPS and PETSc. With this mechanical , but more 
robust and generic parallelism numerical less ambitious than it, one profits thus from expert testimony 
and feedback from these products and their teams. This parallelism can profit besides, especially in nonlinear, 
of an office plurality with the data-processing parallelism deployed upstream solver on elementary computations 
and the assemblies.  It  is  the approach “MUMPS” [U 2.08.03/U4.50.01]  [R6.02.03]  advised in  the event  of 
problem of robustness and/or limitation of perimeter of use of FETI. However the large requirements in memory 
are often the weak point of these libraries. To display an important parallelism (>100 processors), the hybrid

approaches thus seem, for time, the only viable solution in structural mechanics . The works in progress on the 
subject (produced HIPS and MaPHyS, model CAAY, multigrid preconditioner) should make it possible to feed 
the reflection and to direct the future developments. Bibliography Books/articles/proceedings/theses… [Che05] 
K.Chen. Matrix preconditioning technical and applications. ED. Cambridge University Close (2005). 
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9  [DV99] I.S.Duff & H.A.Van Der

9.1  Vorst. Developments and trends in the

parallel  solution of linear systems. Ratio interns Rutherford Appleton Lab RAL-TR-1999-027 (1999). [Duf06
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